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INTRODUCTION
The Intelligence testing moTezneut Is a recent develop­
ment. The first successful attempt to measure intelligence 
was made by Blnet assisted by Simon in France during the 
early part of the twentieth century* This brought on the 
evolution of measuring scales. These measuring scales have 
been along two main lines: Individual tests and group tests* 
The individual test was evolved first* The Stanford Revision 
of the Binet-Sinon Test made by Terman remains the best known 
individual test*
At the outbreak of the "vorld %ar, Otis had practically 
completed a group intelligence test* Ilis efforts were taken 
over by the United States government* Along with a group of 
noted psychologists the Army Alpha and Army Beta, Group 
Tests, were developed* These were used in the United States 
anay during the late war* The results of these tests served 
to give mental testing its greatest impetus*
Group Intelligence tests in 1919 were first used for 
state-wide surveys of the educational product in our second­
ary schools* Book, Professor of Psychology in Indiana 
State University, was the [ioneer in the state-wide survey 
movement* Ke surveyed the Intelligence of Indiana high 
school seniors* It involved the testing of 6,1U3 students 
from 320 commissioned high schools* I'he intelligence
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
2, •
test used w s developed In the -sychology Department of 
the Indiana State University* A questionnaire supplemented 
the montai test requesting certain personal data cone rn- 
Ing each student* llils survey is the most eortonslvely 
reported of the state-wide surveys that have been made.
From an intensive analysis of the data obtr.ined, hook 
reached the conclusions which are briefly given below;
1. Rich school seniors are a select group.
2. I.'erlred individual differences exist among the 
seniors of different schools, communities end 
sections of the state.
3. Superior pupils are found in all types of schools, 
communities and sections of the stato, end from 
nearly all occupotional and economic classes.
4. Tho high schools arc not adopted to tie varied 
capacities, interests and occupational needs of 
their pupils.
5. Many of the most sunorlor students do not plan to 
enter college while many with tha most inferior 
degree of intelligence plan to attend colie o.
6. The high schools expend very little effort to lo­
cate and provide for their superior students.
7. The hlgli schools are not properly ocui.'plng their
students for their vocations in life.
G. The high schools :ioet the needs of those students 
only v.ho possess ccrtcin types of interests and 
abilities.
9è The high schools ore not truly democratic.
10.The high schools are better adapted to t is intel­
lectual needs of the girls than of the boys.
11.Class, school and community differences lu-ve often 
been overlooked, .
IS.Intolli' enco is no gur-rantee of school success.
Batson in 1921 carried on a survey in twenty-sevon. 
South Dr,ko ta high sr;hools, lie surveyed the stuc.ents in the
1. ïvilliam ?. Book, Intelllrence of high School Seniors As 
Ijevealod By A State-.'.ide Survey of Indianr: B igh Schools', 
(hew York, ITSST PP.Ï-Ï6, 293-310.
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four classes usine o battery of tests and a questionnaire.
Although his study tjqs not as extensive as that of Boole, his
2results v;oro similer.
During December 1922 and the early part of 1923 Colvin 
and haciiiail conducted a similar survey of Seniors in the 
I Massachusetts high schools. They used the Eroun Psychology 
ical ilxaiaination which was given to 3,333 ceulors. The 
mental examination was su%)'lamented by a quGstionnalre. The 
most important conclusions reached by th--.se on were:
1. About one-half of the Passachusetts cemiorr planning 
to go to colieye have roaconable prospects for 
succera in a college of liberal arts.
2. Pearly o.:o-thlrd of the seniors not planning to 
continue their education would nrobably be success­
ful.
E. Boys represent e greater range of choice in their 
high school curricula,
4. About five-sixths of the seniors have chosen their 
ultimate life occupation.
5. Intelligenee retings of tne students are In direct 
rel’’tiori to the size of the f mi y Inc e.
6. Eative-born seniors ere superior to a.i.: other nation­
ality groups In score rrtin>ys. ®
Ruch c Duducted n similar study in the Iona high schools 
in 1923. lie tested approximately 1550 seniors in thirty-eifÿit
schools. The regular _ rosinacn .utrance Examinâtion of the
2. hillicaii E, Eat son, "The houth Dakota Group intelligence 
Tests for High Cchools" in School and Society.iiY (1922) 
pp. 311-315.
3. Stephen S. Colvin, and A, H. T’acPhail, Tntell i-:euce of 
Seniors in the l.ii.yh Schools of :e s s ■?. chus et ta : tin iTed St: tec 
Go verm.vent ueport, Dept, of Interior (BuVe-'-'u o .-ducation 
Bulletin, 1924, No. 9), pp. 1-39.
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4University of loTza was used*
Trabue, "larm and Holland carried on a study In North 
Carolina in the somo year* They tested B80 seniors* Their 
studies were based jointly on a questionnaire, tests of eil- gent reading, Jnglish composition and gener*1 ecedemic ability.
In the autumn of 102T Odell made a similar investigation 
in Illinois. Twelve thousand three hundred seniors from 3CS 
high schools were examined. The data wore scoured froi,; the 
Otis Self-Administering. Test of .ental Ability suppl; roonted 
with e cuGstionnaire.
In 1927 O’Brien conducted 0 survey among sixty hich schools 
in Nansas* The Termah Group Test of Tentai Ability was given 
to more then 4,000 juniors end seniors. The Terman sc ores 
were corrol.tod with the scores on the utis oelf-Admlnlstoring 
Test and also with the scores of those students who later
7entered the University of bansas.
Corborich in 1928 put into one complete report the results 
of the Iowa High Achool ,,-urvoys made froisi 1023 to 1928. Huch’s
4. G.I.!.Ruch, A Nentol-Rducatlonal Survey of 1550 Iowa High 
School AenTors; University of Iowa Studies, ^irst ...erics,
'{Studies in 'Jciucation, Vol. II, No. 5), pp. 1-29.
5* H.R.Trabue, "Somo Troducts of North Cai'olina’s .idiblic High 
Schools" in Hlrh School Journal ,V (1919), pp. 3-8.
6. Charles b.Odell. Conservution of Intelligence in Illinois 
High Schools ; University of IlTTnois nulletin(Bureau of 
Nducational Research Bulletin, Vol. JCII,No.22), pp.1-55.
7. I*.P. O’Brien, "Hental Ability . 1th Roferenco to , elect ion 
and Retention of College Students”, in Journal of education­
al Research, XVIII (1028).
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study, mentioned earlier, was the first survey in this series. 
During these years the batteries of tests wevegiven to 10,437 
seniors from twenty-tv;o hlgii schools, ^
During the latter part of this survey movement I'ontana 
became a fertile ground for similar studies, i;. R. Ames, 
Professor of Education at the State Unlverslt^r of Montana, in­
vestigated the Intelligenco of i'ontana high school seniors In 
1925* his most important conclusions were:
1, Considerable variation was found In the median scores 
of the different schools,
2, leys are slightly superior to the girls In median 
scores,
3, Eoys are not rated by their principal as hirlily in 
scholarship as girls,
4, ho re than B7/I of hontana seniors state tJ ep intend to 
go to 80:10 higher institution, ^
About the sariG time Ruth : ncParlane studied the intel­
ligence of the Indians in IContenn schools. Briefly her 
conclusions were :
1, I.e.*s ere lower for Indians than for the uhitos,
2, Full-blooded Indians show lo\<er I.';,*s than Indians 
of mi:cd blood,
3, ho substantial dif erencoc beti. ecu iiitolligenco, lev­
els of boys and girls ctudlad,
4, Dearly 501. of the Indians are retarded,
5, Indians in attendance et "white” schools rank four 
points hifdier in median I.Q, than the Andians in 
attendance at Indian schools.
8. Joseph H, Gerbsrlch, ^ : eraonncl ttu-iy of 10,000 leva : 
School leniors. University of lova Studies, lev; .eries, 
Isb, 1^7, (studies in .ducation. Vol. V, Ho,3)
9, H, Ames, Int el 11 ence of : lontana high School .seniors ; 
Thesis, University of uisconcin (19261,
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6. In the upper gradec eud hic;Ii scb.ool, nearly SO;! of the 
Indiana plan to continue their education.
In the G one year dieter 0*Dea studied the intelligenco 
of the students enrolled in the Catholic schools of the State.
Ti ls study covered both, the elementary and high school students. 
The following more outstanding conclusions were reached.
1. Of the 1480 children In grenicior grodos of the Catholic 
schools in I.Iontana only 3V,'l reach th. norm for their 
age.
2. About three-fifths of the grarronar grodo children have decided on their life work.
3. Median Intelligonco scores for the high school stu­
dents who Intend to continue their education are higii- 
er than the median intelligence scores of those not 
intending to do so.
4. Createst number plan to go to a Liberal Arts College.
5. Nearly three-fourths have decided on c.n ultimate life 
occupation.
In this study made by tfiO author 937 juniors enrolled in 
thirty high schools in Montana are used. The original data 
were secured in tho syrlng of 192b. Alth lu: h thtsedata m y  
coeui to be obsolete tho author has followed these students to 
determine the V'luo of high school intentions. To Y;hat co­
tent are high school i entions fulfilled?
10. Nuth LlacNarlane, Intelligence of Indians in hchooln of 
Montana, University of .lontancTT'Thesis, 1U261
11. Mary V. 0 *Dea, The Intelli ence of Children in the 
Catholic : 1 h Schools of Montana, University of ontana
T’thesis. Tsfb).
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CHAPTIIR I 
mTZRiALJ A:'D :3TI:0DJ
Materials Used : %io Otis Self-Adniialsterin,'’ Test of 
Mental U lllty: Higher Hxaiûination: Form i/̂ ;as given to
937 high school juniors. Seventy-five items constitute tho 
Otis test which are given in s single list. The tests were 
given by the various high school principals and superintend­
ents according to the directions in the manual accozapanying 
the test. The mental test was sup louented by a ruestion- 
naire, a copy of which is appended to t.iis study. The 
questionnaire consisted of twenty-five questins to be 
answered I- the pupil and on ed itional nine quest : one to be 
filled out by tho principal. Due to some unreliable answers, 
not all of the information asked for has been worked up in 
this study, A follow-up questionnaire was sent to tho 
present principals in the same schools formerly used. 'Ihe 
names of the students were given in the first colunm of the 
questionnaire concerning whom the rlncipals were asked to 
answer the follovilng questions: (A copy is appended ).
1. Did this student graduate from higli school?
2. Did this student go on to school?
3. If he went on to school, whrt school did he attond?
(Under the column thus headed, the hospital attended
, for nurses training, tho mechanical school, trade
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school, business college, etc. were included)
4. If he went on to school, did he graduate fron the 
school?
5. kJhat occupation is this student now following?
6. Give any other information concerning this student 
which would add to or clarify the preceding information, 
(111eh very valuable information was given here which 
served as a check on the preceding information*)
I.Tethods of Giving the Tests : During the month of April 
and hay 1925, Dr. Daughters and Or. Ames jointly conducted the 
investigation of the Montana secondary pupils. At the some 
time Dr* DaugJiterc also investigated the students in the 
seventh and eighth grades. These men sent the test blanks and 
Questionnaire fron the Dchool of Education of tho Btato 
University of Montana to the r.rincipal or superintendent who, 
in response to a previous letter, had Indicated his v/il ing- 
necs to cooperate by giving the tests. The tests were 
accompanied by a manual end full direction for administering 
the tests. The n-'ture of the utis helf-Administoring Test 
is such th t all the information the student needs is given 
on the first pr gi.- of the examination booklet. The examiner, 
in this case tho principal or superintendent, heS merely to 
distribute the Go.amimatioo blaalcs, see that all the students 
understood the printed directions the first page, f.nd give 
the signal to begin. After the teats were given, they were
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mailed to Dr, Daughters at the State University,
All of the mental tests wore scored by Dr, A: es. Ile 
charted tie results of the mental tests for each school and 
sent a copy to the principal or superintendent for ils 
school*
Scope of the Purvey ; This survey movement involved 
testing in over forty high schools of the state and in abo t 
the same number of grade sch ols, hiss (Sister) 0*Doa»s 
study of the students in the Catholic schools of the state 
and 1:183 î.îacFarlane *s study of the Indians in Montana schools 
were a part of this movement, ::r, /ujies worked up the seniors 
as previously stated, I'xs, Drennan has been working on the 
iriaterlal cor.cerning the seventh on 1 eighth grade students,
!«ap* Hoffstetter has been working on students in Industrial 
sclio Is, The author chose to study the juniors and try to 
discover tho extent to which desires or intentions nro fulfilled. 
Thirty high schools of the state gave the tests and quectlo 
naire to their junior classes, v:h: ch varied in size from 
3 to 235, There were in those high schools a total of 937 
junior students r.ho took the examinât ion--524 girls and 413 
boys. Table I shows the number of hi{;h schools that partici­
pated, the number of juniors from each sch .ol in this study, 
the sive of the town or city in which the hi ii sch.-ols are 
locat d, end the classification of these schools to be used 
in this study.
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TABLE I
TB2 oCIIOjLJ, MT.’BBH 0. JUBlk . , >̂173 A'.'j CL.L:BlI ICATIO:J
OF ira ccr .;LJ iroLUDED i:: irij
School Ho* of Jrs, Size of
or City
General Classification 
Used
Absarokee 12 105 liural-B
Alberton 8 LG 8 th;.n 100 Rural-C
Baker 15 1,067 Hural-A
Eelgrade 21 499 Hural-BBig Timber 31 1,282 Rural-A
Broadview 13 191 Hural-B
Butte 235 41,611 CityCascade 8 465 Rural-BCircle 16 Less than 100 Hural-CColumbia Falls 11 611 Rural-BCuster 6 262 Hurel-BDillon 54 2,701 CityForsyth 22 1,838 Hural-AHardin 33 1,312 Rural-A
11 edgeavilie 3 Less thou 100 Fiural-CÎoboon 9 Loss then 100 Hural-C
Joliet 7 440 Hural-B
< GliSpOll 138 12,668 City
rientywood 20 883 ■:urol-li
cecduolnt 3 Leas than 100 Rural-0
Hosebud 17 Leas than 100 Hural-CRoundup 49 2,434 Hural-A
Ryogate 5 405 Rurnl-B
Saco 9 425 Rural-BSt. Regie 4 367 Rural-IS
11. in Bridges 8 75 C Rural-Bbestby 9 253 Rural-Ev.hite Solphur
Springs 14 574 Rural-E
V/ibau3c 19 611 Hural-F
937
12* The Be?/ Internat1one1 Atlas of the orld(Latest Federal Cen­
sus -édition) The Geograi bical j. ubllslilu{; Co. (Chica go ,1929 ) 
p. XI
13* iiural-C 1 '0 Copulation and be Ion : . ural-F 100-1000; durai-A 
1000-2b0C; city 2500 and above.
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The followinc map 8hc\?s the distribution over the state 
of the thirty hl£h schools included in this study.
:.iAP I
DISTRIBUTIVE or ThZ THIRTY HIGH SCI: OLE IE
o»» 0 / f  ®-
%S>/¥
1. Absarokee 11, Custer 21, Reedpoint
2. Alherton 12, Dillon 22. Rosebud
3. Baker 13. Forsyth . 23, Roundup
4. Belgrade 14, Fardln 24. : lyegate
5. Big Timber 15, i-edgesvil.le 25. Raco
6. Broadview 16, Hobson 26. St. .Regis
7. Butte 17, Joliet 27. Tv;ln : rid,8. Cascade 18, Fallspell 28. ..est by
9. Circle 18. ricsoula 29. .dll te .*ul
10.Columbia Falls 20.1^lentywood 50, «.Ibaux
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CEAPÏJn II
INT'3:LIGri!C;j BP, PD . 0/' PCP
This oliapter will suianarize the penerr l i. telllc^nco of 
Pontana high school juniors by sex, age, and the size of tlie 
school.
Intelllr.onoe by ,.:ex: Table II given below will show the
modian I..;, by eox and. t o range of the scores.
TABLh II 
I,' . FhkfIhGC OF hOJhh.;A JUhlOBB
_   2 AasAA: , hny n )___________ _____________
Sex Lowest I.I\ 
Score
■edlan I.Q. 
Score
Highest I 
Score
Boys
Girls
Both Sexes
72
75
72
105.24
103.37
104.54
133
132
153
The median I.c%. for the girls and boys in I’ontana show 
that the native ability of the boys is superior to that of 
the girls. This Is entirely in agreement with the findings 
in similar surveys. The boys had a 1.27 higher median I. .
than the girls. Although tha boys hrd a hi her median I,' ••s' .
they also had a (greater range of m-;ntol ability than tho girls, 
The girl with the lowest score was throe points superior to
the lowest boy. The most su^-rlor oy wa or.Jy one point
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superior to the girl with the highest soore* V.his relation 
between the scores of the boys end girls is more clearly 
shown in Percontilo Graph I.
Table III shows the comparison between the median . 
of the Juniors In '^ontana by sozcs and the médian I.Q.. of the 
senior® In Illinois* The Table indicated that the Zion tana 
Junior was slightly superior to the Illinois senior,
ThlLh III
IZITELLIOhXICP: OF IIOP'TANA JUEIORm AlTD Ifh.IIJJiS G.INIJRS
Median
Sea: IIXIUjIS Seniors roPTIPTA Juniors
Boys 105 105.24
Girls 103 103.97
Both Sexes 104 104.54
Although both sexes In Montana were su;erior to both sexes 
in Illlmls, the girls In Montana were more superior to the 
girls in Illinois than the boys In Montano were superior t tho 
boys 1 : Illinois. Therefore the boys and girls In Montano were 
more alike than the boys and girls In Illinois.
Intelli euce and the Plze of tho nc?iool: Table IV presents 
tha IntelllgonCG of Montana Juniors acc .rdlng to the size of tha 
town or city In which the school was located.
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Percentile Graph ITntml H r  nnrm nf T/nntrina Jnninrn iftTt
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80ST ST
2 >24
150
58 L09120
L19
38 571
683 95360
39 20 37 85
38 31 43 48
TTTT»24 10 3020 40 50 60 70 80
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IV
ACCO1 TO 11: OF li L SuFvOL
Median I.M.
Size of School ïbys Airis loth h.ex< s
City 105,48 104,03 104,68
Rural-A 104,08 103.38 104,02
Rural-B 105,21 104,45 104,78
iUircl»C 98,63 102,08 10;,28
This table shov7s that the hoys v/ere superior to the Girls 
except In the smaller hlfjh sch-̂ ols* lore the Girls i.ere 
considerably superior to the boys. I'he students in the niodiiun 
sized high school or in Class ' ur&l-B had the best native 
mental oepacity, and the students in the city sized hl^h schools 
psn a closo ceco .d* liie o rest, or those studonts with t;.e 
most inferior ' .edian I .Cl,, were found in those hlgh schools 
located in tov.Tiu of less th: n one hundred , opulation. % his 
is probably due to the f;.ct that the in re acce-.eibl© ed- 
ucatim beco: es, the nore the inferior types of students ere 
attracted, ..oiae of the ceuses for the retention of the ooror 
student in the sirzallest schools ! ere : less corapetition because
of fewer students; leus money to run the school so that the 
standards ere very low; les:,- ably trained teachers because ti;e 
salary offered a:_d t ,o livinp. conditi :ns > not attract tliO 
better ones. Compulsory education end the- incr aaed nun.bcr of
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schools has m de the problem of Individual difforences a 
major problem today. The girls in all probability were 
superior to the Loya in the smollest high schools since 
the course vac so acrrovv and unadapted to the interests and 
testes of t'.o boys that the more Intelligent boys v;©.e not 
attracted. The girls and boys wore more allbe in tic sciiooli 
in class l':ural-E, al,.-o, Tho facts given in Table IV are 
given In diagrammatic form in Chart 1.
C::art I
IhTîüLLIG^^Cl. >.::D vI; . QIZS Or' TCEICL
J3Ù
RtTrTZTB sxXiL (r?ci.ya.L
0ôt^b SeveS
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Relntlonsiilp Eetneon Intelli,~;ence find /.rA : The students 
v;ere a si: ed la the questiomif.ir© to give their age ir. rer-Ts 
and months, A check could be mode on the accuracy of their 
atatoiicrits ince they were acked to give tho date of their 
birth on the first page of the oatal Test. Table V givos 
the odian I,Q. end median ago for each school in t: is study.
>r~»'nT Î T ' " ', - ? p-»-' . j ^ . -fn *[' TT’̂TT''.' t;
School Hedlen I,'", :■ median Age Cases
Abearoke© 97.00 17.12 12
Alborton 90.00 17.58 8
Baker 103.57 17.00 15
Belgrade 106,88 16,86 21
Big Timber 104,6-. 17.63 31
Broadview 100,83 17.50 13
Butt© 107.95 16,85 235
Cascade 105.63 16.62 8
Circle 102,h2 17.75 16
Columbia Falls 110.00 16.86 11
Custer 100.00 18.50 f
Dillon 107.38 17.69 54
Forsyth 105,63 17.50
Hardin 102.81 17,06 33
Hedge8ville 92.50 18.00 3
Hobson 110.00 17,50 9
Joliet 98.33 17.50 7
Kalispell 105.90 17,20 138
r'viasaula 106.08 16.96 158
rientyv;oo i 110.00 17.00 20
Reedpoint 110.00 17.00 3
Rosebud 103,57 17.00 17
Roundup 112.50 17,57 49
Ryegate 105,00 17.08 5
Saco 103.53 18.00 9
St, Regie 112.50 17.50 4
Thïin Bridges 106.25 17.00 8
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School
TABLE V (Con*t)
riedlan I. ■:edi?n : ce
;;estby 111,66
White Sulphur
springs 106.25
v;ibeux 100.71
17.50
17.12
17.12
104.54 17.28
Cases
9
14
19
937
Eleven of the thirty high schools h&d a median I.- . 
below the median of all the schools. Eixteen of tho s hools 
had a médian age lo\or than the median age for all the 
sch.'Ole. Two thirds of these s-liools that ho't a ..edlan age 
below the state median age, had a median I.Q,. above the modi an 
I.Q.. for all the schools. Almost cne-haIf (45g) of those 
older then the median had an I.e.. below the total median I.Q. 
There was therefore a positive rolati n between ^younm-nc.so" 
end superior mental ability. This relatJ •..mohip is shown more 
clearly in Tablo VI.
TdJLLh VI
hEDI.A'- I.Q, F JXJ I AT V/hll' ri Ad : L iVhLG
Ago
;''edisTi I.'Q.. ____ CaseGirls Cases Loys_ Cases
13—6 14—0 125 1 1
14—0 — 14—6 122.5 S 2
14—6 — 15—0 115 1 110.00 4 5
15-0 - 15-6 113 11 111.25 13 24
10—6 — 16—0 111.16 40 110.00 35 75
16—0 — IG—6 105.37 75 108.19 44 119
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Median I . Cases
^ 0 ______ "ô-iris Cases Hoy a 1 as3s
16—6 «# 17-0 105.09 119 108.93 80 109
17-0 17-6 101.53 110 103.96 66 176
17,6 18-0 99,42 64 102.74 72 136
10—6 101,14 53 100,00 33 86
18*6 19-0 101,33 20 102.50 31 51
19-0 19-6 102.27 17 95.00 8 25
19-6 «• 20-0 102.50 3 101*25 11 14
SO-0 20-6 95.00 3 97.50 5 8
20-6 41» 21-0 97.00 5 92.50 5 6
El-0 21-6 105.00 1 1
21-6 22-0 102i50 4 4
22-0 22-6 95.00 2 2
22-6 23-0 105.00 1 1
103.97 524 105.84 413 037
Althou.li earlier I'l this chr:pter it has been sliovvn tb-.t 
the boys represented the greatest range of a ility accorling 
to c ;o, the younrest junior wae a girl %ho h- tho h ' [ host 
median# ' girl is f*loo the oldest. Viic ol eot girl v.lth the 
median I.Q, of 105,00 was a juiiioi- with goo.l average mental 
ability# In .Montana lack of finances and a sparse population 
has me de the schawls far apart and r.ot easily accossiblo to 
nany students# 'Ihe educational o % port uni ties of this girl 
und.'UbtQdly In: à been far fr vi ideal#
'ihe h >ys had the lowest median I.' . according ta a es. 
The hops from *'20-*C • 21-0"* were ti e least endov.ed % \at lly, 
Samar y : Accord lug to median scores tho h -ys were more 
btllllant than tho girls* ihe girls had & higher median I,',
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than the boys la those schools located in lorns v;ith a 
population less than 100. The boys reprosontcd a lar'jer 
range in montai ability or were less hoziogenoous then the 
girls. The Montana Juniors compared very favorably with 
the Illinois seniors in native mental endoïcient. The students 
enrolled in the medium sized high schools had the highest 
median I*C,# In general, the younger tho student is in 
relation to his acconplishmeat the more superior intellect 
will he have.
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CHAPTER III
ii7ï:iLLicz2:cii I K3L/.Tio:-î VO CvURs:: Ai-i" u:;bj::ctj li k'jd
AIVO m Z h l K u D
Couroe Pt^rsued; Zvery student was asked to civ© the 
course tie was taking In high school* Vho hoys were found in 
ele en different courseo. It must ke rucienhered throughout 
that the courses ere not standardized in : ontana, therefore 
a student talcing a certai- cour no in ooe scho 1 might have 
been taking another course if he had been enro' led in a diii'er* 
ent school. The students oftentimes do not knoTJ the course 
they a 0 pursuing. Thia is known to be true for in some 
oases, the principal, going over the quostloi^'.alre, corrected 
the error mad© by tho student. There mlj.ht have been oasis 
that v/e. © overlook'::.a by the principals. Tnis confuslo . is 
largely due to: first, the Incn of standardization; second,
the core of subjects ranalninG the sai.ie but tiie electives 
bel G different, nhe college preparatery, acadenic and lib­
eral arts courses nust hav© been the eema courses. The 
classical course b d the same core of subject: that v.e-e 
r-'Cuired in all other courses l ut the el. ct Ivos had emphasized 
the languages or mathoniatics. Ihe scientific course h d tho 
sciences emphasized in th electives permitted tla. students. 
Table VII shows th.courses ^-cntionad by tne students, the 
nuriber of loys taking the course sad t.,e per cent ol the luys 
taking the course.
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TABIZ VII
' lERCOZTAG,^ OF LOYJ T.'CIIIG VAniOUU CO B3 :S OF/ZnjjID
__ Arts IreT>*tlflc leal Arts tlonel
Cases 8 6 54 205 1 62 18 35 4 1 X
 ̂ 1.94 1.45 13.07 49.64 .24 19.86 4.56 7*99 .97 .24 .24
One-half of th© boys vere enrolled in the General Course. 
One-fifth of the boys aie tahinc n scientific course in hich 
school— a fraction xvhicli might havt been considerably larger 
if this course had been offered in nor© high schools. Only 
seven high schools offered tie scientific course. Of the 
sever; schools ofierii.g both tie general and scientific course:- 
the boys were taking the general course in 33,20 per cunt, of 
the cas a arud the scientific course in 31,66 per cout. Tima, 
in all probability more would have been taking tic scientific 
course and fewer the general c;r rse, if both courses h d been 
open to the students in a 1 the school:.. hen ti . uvunbor of 
boys takii. the various courses in koufcana w; s coiuu.red with 
the number of boys tukin;- the sane c orses iu .ascachusotts, 
there was considerable iiu.agr-ooicnt, -.:1s disagresuiout was 
doubt le us due to t o  fact th-at :iout ana hud such a large nui.vbor 
of snail high schools tk.t oni.y off ere one or c'-urses,
-able VI-1 shows the comporiuon between t-o fin:ings of uolviu 
end ''acPhail In ascaulmsetts with enlore era: tkeicculrs 
of this study.
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TAlLB VIII
v^.Rc:^:m.Cr:-: o? . TuriTTT..- T._:i::G ci:ktai:î cou^scj in
r.iAn.r/iCimjuTic A::; iioiTTAiiA
rer I'lToysy
Course l-iasisac'aucet'to Seiiior's x>ntana"'''ilTmïora"
Coaanercial 17 13.07
College Preparatory 53 .24
General 15 49.64
Scientific 19 19.86
Vocational 13 • 24
Classical 2 4.36
Academic 1
Liberal .Arts 1.94
Tablo IX gives the courses and the percentage enrolled In 
each for the girls. Almost ono-half of the girls were enrolled 
in the general course. The girls were dlvidod roaong nine 
courses. Practically twice as riany girls as boys are taking 
the commercial course. oixty-siz per cent more boys than girls 
were taking the scientific course. 3ince the boys prefeirod 
the scientific course but only the longer schools ol’fercd it, 
the low median I.Q,. for boys in the smallest type of sch :1s 
indicates that the superior hoys were not attracted by th;o 
course olTored. Table X shows the percentage ol hlontana Junior
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girl8 and Jiasaachusetts senior girls taking the v. „iaje 
coixrses offered* The table shows that : Massachusetts in terras 
of percentages had a little more then twice as laany girls 
taking the coinmerclal course as ilontana had*
TA.-L.J IX
PSRCi.IÎTAG-g OF GIRLS TAJCIZTG VAhlOUS G I OJ'FÏÏRED
Gen’ll. LÎixed Com’i Cih. 
J&rts
Class. Sclent, Norm. II.N. Man.
Tr.
Cases 231 7 118 1 63 36 52 14 2
f. 44.08 1.34 22.52 .20 12.03 6.87 9.98 2,67 .38
TABLE X
PERCENTAGE OF GIRLS ENRO LED IN TARICUS COURSES IN 
Iv!AS3ACKU3DTT J A : Î :. ' T  AKA
Course
Per cent
ITasaechusetts
of cases (Girls) 
Seniors M'ontana Juniors
Comaierclal 57 22.52
College Preparatory 16
General 13 44.03
Scientific 1 6.87
Vocational 2 3.05
Normal Preparatory a 9.92
Classical 2 12.02
Academic 1
Liberal Arts .20
Nearly one-half <44.08'̂ ) of the girls In Montana were taking 
the general course vhlle arprozlim:tely one-eighth (15$̂ ) of the
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girls in Massachusetts were taking the General Course. 'Hils is 
aooountodi for by the fact t at Montana hrd so many high schools 
offering only a general course.
Table XI gives the courses and the median I.Q. by sex for 
the Montana juniors# llioce students trking the classical and
TABll: XI
Ih T Z L L IG c ih C E  l Y  Or J U IH O h n  I h  Y A h l  .U S COUHAAG
Course Eoys Girls Both Sexns
General 105.07 103.89 104.39
Classical 115 109.12 111.52
Scientific 106.54 106.70 106.69
Liberal Arts 103 115 105
Commercial 101.25 101.G5 101.25
Manual Arts 100 100
normal Training 105.47 105.47
College Preparatory 85 85
Mechanical 85 85
Other Vocational 85 85
Mixed 110 112.50 111.50
Agricultural 106,50 106.50
Koiae Economics 100 100
mixed courses hed a higher median I.Q. than those students in 
any other course. The median I.Q. for both sexes In seven 
courses was higher than the state i.iedian for all students in 
all CO rses. Those courses in i?hlch the best students, accord­
ing to median I.Q., were enrolled, were the general, classical, 
scientific, liberal arts, normal training, agriculture, end the 
mixed courses. 'Ihe median I.Q# for the students ’;ursuii:g 
these courses was above the state median of 104.54. In all
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the other coureea the studonts had e median I.Q,. below the 
state median of 104*54* Table XX chows that the studento in 
the various vocational typo courses suoU as coinmerclnl, mochaa-* 
leal» vocational end agricultural courses had a median I.r. 
much Inferior to the median I.Q. of those students in tho 
classical and scientific courses. It se ms therefore that the 
vocational subjects were attracting the less able student, 
Naturally there were ezoeptlons. lercentlle Graph II compares 
the Ititelli'enoe of unlors in scientific and commercial 
courses by sexes.
Subjects Liked : The students were as ed to name the tv o 
subjects they liP.ed best. Sno thousand seven hundred and ninety- 
five choices were made. Tabic XII shows the number of choices 
and the percontagos of those students liking the various 
subjects,
TABLE XII
PhRChllTAGKG OF JHPIORS LIKING HIGH EICHOPL SBEJ TU
Subjects Boys Girls Total
Cases Per Cent Cases Per Cent Cases Per Cen'
Enfilish 98 12.25 233 23.42 331 18.44
üatheïüatlcs 161 20,13 120 12.06 281 15.11Social Sciences 140 17.50 123 12.36 267 14.99
Languages 36 4.50 84 8.45 120 6.60
Sciences 163 20.38 96 9.65 269 14.45
CoKBiercial SubJectsllO 13.75 218 21.91 328 18.29
Agriculture 13 1.63 13 .74
Home hconomic s 50 5,03 50 5,03Wechanical DrawinN SI 3,88 31 1.75iLanual 'IToini. g 18 2,25 IS 1.02
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TABLJ XII »Con*t)
12RC:T:TAG3J Or Jbiao:. T T" 'TV. ' - . HIGI7: SCÎÎC L . -.TJIiJ CT3
* , _ Boy0 Girls l̂ otalSubjects Cases Perdent Cases Percent Case8 Percent
Journalism 2 .25 4 .40 f .35
iubllc Speaking 3 .37 7 .70 10 .57
Spoiling 9 1.12 22 2.21 31 1.76
liualc 4 .50 10 1.00 14 .79
Art 11 1,37 5 .50 IG • 90
Debate 1 .12 1 .03
Normal Training 22 2.31 23 1.29
1795 100.00
Uore boys preferred sciences to any other subjeot. Hath- 
einatica was a second close favorite of the boys, 'ihe girls 
preferred Anglish end Commercial subjects. Tho six subjects 
liked best by the toys and the six like. Lest by the girls %ere 
the sane subjects but the order of li':es accordi. g to per­
centages was somewhat ch-nged. The six subjects preferred by 
tho boys, end rrnked according to the frequency of choice were; 
BClenees, mathematics, social scico^Oo^, comi.orciol subjects, 
hngllsh and languages. The six subjects lil;ed best by the 
girls in order of frequency of preference were; English, 
commercial subjects, social sciences, mathematics, scie:c:s and 
langue.ges. The social sciences were given third place by both 
the boys and girls. Languages were the least wo1-11 ed b; 
both sexes In the first six choices.
Tablo ZII.1 given the median I.- . of the juniors who llhed 
the various subjects.
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PERCSIITILE GRAPH II
Intelligence of Juniors in Scientific 
and Commercial Courses Compared 
By Sezes
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I/.BI : : -
lOTiCLLICüNCZ OF JUÎTÏoaJ aC on’M 'J VO FATCIIC':: L1TUDIJ3
Kedien I.Q..
Subjects - toy:8___ Girls "■ ' toih.......
English 105.69 103.70 105.69
t^thematics 107.20 109.05 107.35Social Sciences 104.56 104.36 104.50
Sciences 107.45 105.55 105,68
Languages 108.62 106.32 107.09
Com’l Subjects 103.28 102.58 102,50
Agriculture 105.83 105.83
Homo . :cono 3lC8 101.07 101.07
fechanlcal ore wing 104.09 104.09
il&nual Training 100.77 100.77Korznan. Trainln; 103.88 105.88
Journalism 110,00 115.00 113.53Public Speafing 105.00 100,00 102.50Spelling 106.87 106.53 106.74l.'usic 92,50 99.00 96.36
Art 103.33 105.00 104.15
Debate 105. 0 105.00
Aa shown ly the median I.Q. in Table XII1 the girla 
liking mathenetics and the boys liking langue es t;er superior 
to the students who liked eny of the other subjects. The 
students '-.ho liked music h; d the lowest median I.' . This is 
no doubt due to the face that music was not taught as a
regull r subject In the high schools of Tor.tana but onXy n. c.n
extra-currii. ular activity. The students who preferred luusic 
probably found it very difficult to pet aloug in their 
regular school work and on they turned to that activity in
which they e. oared mort; fav orably*
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Percentile Graph III Compares the subjects liked best and 
sixth best by sexes.
If the six subjects liked, according to freruency of choice 
wore ranlred nccordiag to the mental ability of the students 
preferring the subjects as indicated 'by the median I.r 
there would be considerable change. The order for the bo^s 
would become ; Larguagec, sciences, mathematics, o>cial 
sciences, hnglish and commercial subjects. The order of the 
subjects liked by the girls ..ould boco' e : ma thorn- tics,
languages, social sciences, sciences, hnglish and commercial 
subjects. It is to be noted that both the loys end girls 
who preferred hngllsl: and commercial subjects hod the lowest 
median I,', among tho six subjects liked best.
hubJocts Disliked: Each student was asked to name the 
subjects ho liked least. One thousand seven hundred en:' 
ninety-one dislikes were given. Table XIV gives the per­
centage of the juniors ho disliked t. e various high sc.bool 
subjects.
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Intellicence of Juniors Accordin^j to 
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V̂xBLi: ZIV
FBHCiïKTAŒii; OF «AJKIOHJ DISLIKING TIL: VARIvJS SUBJECTS
Subjects
Boys Girls Total
Cases ; erCent Cases ierCent Ôasea -erCent
Languages 92 11.21 119 12.25 211 11.78
Com*l Subjects 54 4.14 72 7.42 106 5.92Spoiling 27 3.42 26 2.CG 53 2.95
Social Science 179 21.63 214 22.04 393 21.94
Sciences 76 9.15 94 9.68 170 9.49
liathematlcs 146 17.61 270 27.82 416 25.23Bngllsh 241 29.39 140 14.42 331 21.23
i'hibllo Spaakiiig 2 .24 4 .41 6 .34Fennuanchlp 5 .37 2 .20 5 .28
Vocations 5 .57 1 .10 4 .22
Home Economies 15 1.54 15 .84Normal Training 5 .57 10 1.03 13 . ;3Music 1 .10 .05Mechanical EraxvIng 2 .24 .11
i^ri culture 
Manual Training
4 .48 4 .226 .98 5 .31 11 .62
62C>‘iüo.bü 971 loo.00 r79i lOCjQO
The girls disliked methematlos tiie most and the boys dis­
liked Lngllsh the most. Ihe subjects disliked most in the order 
pf f re quency ' were : Boys— Lnt’ll six ( social sciences), mathematics, 
'JLaiîeîUûges, aclenoes, and commercial subjects; hiris— mathe­
matics, social sciences, Knglish, lancua res, s-cionceo and 
cotimorcial subjects. Four of the six subjects x:ero civen the 
same rank by both the boys and girls# Table :C7 gives the median 
I#Q. of the students v.lio disliked certain hl.'h school sub jo etc. 
Nea_'ly every subject liked by s me students vas else disliked 
by other students. Lercentile Graph IV conpare-i the subjects 
disliked moot and sixth oompared by sexes.
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TAÎ3LIi X7
ItTTlXUGKîîCS ,F JÜKIORJ ACGORVIITCI Tj GUBJTJCTG DISLIirHD
*
Tiodlan. î.r.
Subjects r̂ oĵ 'V" .. ' ' dlrTs ' "
Lan£:;uases 104.67 105.93 105.26Com’l Subjects 109.37 105.69 106,01English 107.26 103,07 106,29Llathematics 103.05 103.06 103,05sciences 105.69 105.54 105,68Social Sciences 106.01 103,17 104.23I'och. Drawing 102.50 102,50Hon© hconoLiics 106.43 106,43Agriculture 101,66 101.66Han. Trainin.y. 103.75 107,50 105.83hormal Treini g 105,00 103.00 104.16Vocational 102,50 125.CO 102.50i ublic Spoaking 105,00 102,50 102.50Tenmanahlp 105,50 114.50 102.50Music 95,00 95,00Spelling 112.79 101.72 106,79
V.îien tiie subjects disliked were rar̂ .ed accord la: to the 
nedian I. ., the oroer was ] ra tlcally reversed. I'or tho loys 
the order or the six most dislii.ed subjects beccuiioj coi;auerclal 
subjects, laglish, social sciences, lanyv,v;:es, uothe- .atics.
Tlie order for the ctrle vac chanre I to: lengua es, co „ro. rcial
eubje<ts, scl .ncos, (social sciences) hn ;lish, and . nthcnatics.
Guroiary; Ilia f'.onorrl co irse vqs the most comonly offered* 
Almost oae-half (46.66)" ) of the •'.ontana juniors were taking 
the cenercl co rse. Iho students enrolled in the classical 
and mixed courser ha' tho Lest n tive mental ability. The 
students enrolled in the noral coursa rank seventh, a cordin. 
to their r:edion I.O.. The students in the various vocational
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course a includin.g the comrierclal coiaraerciai c Airecs have the 
lowest sediau I.Q,.. The vocational courses hrd attracted studonts 
of lees ability to enter the higja school.
The boys preferred sciences end n^thematics. Aocordins to tho 
median I.C. In tholr favorite subjects t'e boys ta'iuc langua es 
and sciences were the ost superior studentn, '.ho pirls liked 
hngllsh and the commercial subjects the most* Choir m dien I. . 
shows that the girls t£iking mathomntics and languages we -e su­
perior to t-be Girls taking any other su. joct.
ixactlcally every subject liked by so .0 stu.lents v.ar; also 
dielik d by other students* The boye disliked Ingllsh and tho 
social sciences Uio most* The iris liked least mathematics, n 
social sciences* hen the median I* . for the student , in t..o 
various disliked subjects was consulted, the b >ys had made the 
hicliest ]Tv..dian in conmercl" 1 subjec 6 e.w\ .nplish* ’.ihe most 
superior girls dlellkln su jocts were found in the Innpuhges 
ard conmoroial subjects*
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CHAPTia IT
IîîT2LLIG:aC3 ATiT) HIGH SCHOOL GH.ADÜATIÛK irCTHITTlONS
riaanlnr; to Cro-duate : All but tv;enty-five of the 933
Juniors were plaimlns to graduate from hicli echool* All of 
the group who were plcnnlng to graduate, were planning to do so 
in 1926, the normal year for their completion. Therefore it 
seems that the ; a jority of the dull, uninterested students had 
been eliminated prior to their Junior year in high school.
Since this survey was made in April end ay of the Junior year 
perhaps many of the poorer Junior students had already been 
eliminated. However, rt this time twenty-five were planning 
to leave schol. Table ; VI shows tfe number of students planning 
to graduate and their median I.Q.,, end, also tho number of 
Juniors not planning to graduate and their median I.Q,.
TAL'H; J-VI
lirT H hLIG A H C lC  O f oU A IU a J  .a h » KCT f l j f f r i K G  TO
GIb"J:'U..Tg FHO:'. HIGH GChOO-
Plamiing, to Graduate Hot Planning to Graduate 
Cases Ian I.'» Caoos :’edian. 1, ._____
Boys 509 1C6*34 14 97,50
Girls 513 104.07 11 99.00
Both fexea 912_____ 105.33_______ 35_________ 92,60________ _
It is Interesting to study a little more closely tl: so
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8tu.deat8 not planning to graduate. In tv.cnty of the high 
schools all of the students were planning to graduate. These 
twenty«fIve students wero found In the other one-thj.rd of tl̂ e 
schools. Tahle ITII shows the number of high schools in each 
class in v;hich all the juniors enrolled were planning t ■ 
complete their hirh school course.
TA B L : X V I I
D I3T R IB U T I0I-: OF 8TUDZI7T3 PL.MPTIITG TO G hlDUATT LY 30110-dW
Rural-A Hural-B Tural-C City
Total No. of Schools 5 15 6 4
Schools in which all
students plan to
finish 2 12 5 1
The above Table XVXJ indicates that the juniors In 25 
per cent of the schools In tho city class were planning to 
complete the high school course, of the schools in Rural-A,
60> in Rural-B class and over 0;S in Rural-C or the smallest 
high schools. Therefore the larger the school tho more 
academic fatalities v/ere found ; the smaller the school the more 
sure was the student of completing his high school w 'r:'i 
Ability was exorting a strong influence. The stude.nt with 
poor native ability could not succeed when he wos co:.petirg with 
a largo number v.ho were composed of nil ty es of mentnl ability, 
Whenever ho failed for a time, he became discouraged and dropped
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out. In the emll schools there was less coznpotlti.n and
more chsnc© for Individual help. Thus the poorer student xititi 
helped aloncp until he finished or nearly finished his high 
school course* Table XVIII chows the ranco in ability and the 
nedian I.Q* of those Juniors not planning; t finisii their 
high school course.
TAi'LJ XVIII
Iin iGhlTCn OF JUNIORS NOT FXT'E, TIITI T , GRVDUAT..;
Fdo;- NIGH 8GN00L
na
Sex lowest I.R. Itedicn I* IlirJhest I.Q. Cases
Boys 85 97.50 120 14
Girls 88 99,00 111 11
Both Sexes__________ 85____________ 98*60 120  25
The boys not planning t- graduate represented the greatest 
range* ïîo’. ever the girls h- d r ch n t o point higher
median I.Q,. than the ays.
Occupati nal Intentions of Juniors Not Manning to Graduate :
Bach student was asked ahet..er he planned on finishing his 
hic^ school CO rcc, and if not, what he pltemed io do. Table 
XIX sho’. s tho occupations the tv^enty-five juniors said they 
would enter, the numb, r entering e ch, and the median I.O,* 
for each occupation.
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TABLE XIX
OCCUPATIONAL CH0ICB3 03? JTJÎJIO :S X:.T PiALITIXO I.) GEAjUATli
FRO': 'IXGB GCHOOL
P'urse Undecided ■'echon.lo Steno. Radio Horclware
Cases 4 13 1 3 2 1 1
riodlanl.C. 9125 101.00 95.00 105.00 100.00 100.00 95.00_____
T’ELIS XXL. Serifesto #Wfc%te that a-pproxlmately one- 
iialf of tiie studento leaving hlgli achoDl before tlie completion 
of their courco do not know wLat thoj will do. Unprepared 
for any work thoy will wait to see what "cards" Daiae x'ortune 
will deal them. The other twelve students chose six occupations.
It is ©specially interesting thot the six oc upstions chosen 
were not in profe slonal fields. They evidently hod leolized 
that more preparation and, in some cases, more shilit^’ was 
needed to enter the professions.
OccunetIon of the Fathers of Junl ' rs I ot Flor-iilnr to ra iuato i 
Since those Juniors not nlanning to graduate from htph school 
did not plan to enter the professions then they would quit 
school, it V oizld shied light to know if any of them from
"profession" homos? Table XX givos th-: occupation of the 
parents of tho Juniors 'ho were planning to leave school, the 
number of eases and the percent.
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TJJjLlù 'XX
OG-vU. . Ti h ■ iwîTHirUTion t o  fati.ijrj gf
ÎÎOT X̂A'-]TIMG TO GIU-.DUAT.U:
Ranck-hot—Garp-Gro-.' lln-XuiiiB, lut-C'Ora,  ̂o r e-Gales-1alnt-iourist
Given enter cer er Cher lal « man man er : rade
Cases 7 5 2 1 1 2 1 1 1 1 1 1
^ 28 20 8 4 4 8 4 4 4 4 4 4
The fathers of tho tv/enLyfive students not plar.ninc to 
graduate were engaced in ttelve différent occupâti ns, li;jct 
thirty per oe t were enga.ced in faming or ranching. In twenty- 
per cent of the cases the father*c occupation was not given^
\ 8G;! of the parents v;ei*o found in each of oarnenterlng end
luîiiberin . The other thirty-six per cent were found in nine 
different occupations none of v.'Licl w uld ho classed in tho 
profess! nol group, Those students leavlnp chool early wore 
not fro': tho b st hones ; they wore not encouraged to c ..tinuej 
the educational envlr m  .ont of the ho:, o was p ,or or even 'nil”; 
and the one-fifth of whose fathers were not listed as eng ged 
in. 80::%e v;ork^perhap3^were from ho .es where there was 1. re,;'ulor 
employment and lnco.no, hi th such a home eavlrorjacnt, nh never 
school bccarae too disagreeable or a fair job appeared, t.ie 
Students left school.
;hn:iiTic..ry: Only 2.6G per cent of tho ju.nlors did u.t plan
to finish their h={p. school work. All who were planning to
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graduate froa hlgii school, planned to do so In the following 
year# lliose students not planning to complete their high 
school course had a median I.Q, 5.94 roints below tno state 
median of 104*54 for all students# Ihe girls of this croup 
were superior mentally to the boys. One-half of tho students 
planned! to enter the profesjl nal field. Hot one of the 
juniors planning to leave school came from a home in which the 
father ras engaged in a profession.
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C H A F 'i  J H  V
irTTZJLLlGEITG: AIVH . LANG I F  _ .D I/T iJLY  . .F ÏS I Î  H IG H JC inO L
Questions nine and ten on tlio questiorinalre reçue;,ted state- 
nents as to plans immediately after Graduation fro.i. hirl. school. 
Also, if the students were planning to go to work, tho kind of 
work they intended to do.
Juniors rianning to Co to Corki Four hundred and fourteen 
students indicated they v.ould go to v.ork Immodiately upon tlie 
completion of their hlfd̂  school course. Table XXI shous the 
number of boys and girls planning to begin work at once, tlie per 
cent of each and the m e d i a n  xI.Q», for each.
TAELH XXI
I ld T n L L lG H lX k  o r  JU H IoB S  P LA F k IK H  TO B JG IN  '.A .J ! AT OllCn
Sox Cases Per cent cdlan I.Q.
Boys 194 47 104.14
Girls 220 42 101.46
There were five nor cent more boys than girls planning to 
TOrk imraedlately. The girls pla’ining to wori: had a, median 
2*51 points loner than the state median for all junior girls. 
The boys planning to work were 1.10 points below tho state 
median for all boys, a larger percentage of the boys plannin’ 
to work hnd higher median I.Q. than the iris who planned to
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work. However, some of tLose students who plenned to work 
irffioediatoly, planned to do so only until they cooId finance 
themselves through ooilece. This topic is further taken up 
in Chapter VI.
i-'ercoatile Graph IV shows t: o intelligence of the rirls 
and boys going to work iiœedlntel:, •
Occupational Choices of Students "oin : to v.ork; 'Fnirty 
different occupational choices were made by the 414 students 
who planned to go 11 work at once after high sch ol gratu?ti n., 
Table X<II shows the occu;.- tion chosen, the number ant per cent 
cho 'Slag each occupât! n*
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P Z R C J N T I l . .  CcHiU'h V
Intelligonce of Juniors Golz- to .'.'or:At Cnee
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TAELÎJ I.XII
occup:,-H :tal : jf juiJi',". ' i./Jn-Tiir- to
C.ORK ir.n /'I;'.Tr:LY
4 5 .
Occupât lori Cases Percent
Undecided 1S3 52.14
Steno graphe r s 96 25.23
Teaching 69 16.69
Farming & Ranching ZZ 7.06
/jiything 7 1.72
h,lectriool V.orl: 10 2.44
nurse 15 5.64I.GChanlc _/Machinist 13 5.17
J'usic 12 '%95Civil Service 2
Ho u sake ep i ng 2 .51
oalesiaaa 2 .51
jirchitc-vt 2 .51
Jeweler 1 .26Librarian 1 .26
Hardware.'..an 1 .26
Forester 1 .26
I.liner 1 .26
Salesgirl 1 .26
Contractor , 1 .26
Accountant 1 .26
Street Cleaner 1 * 26
Pho 10 cprapher 1 .26Telephone Operator 1 .26Hsvy 1 .26■ rintcr 1 .26
Journalist 1 .26Store-kceper 1 .26Auto Shop Business 1 .26Teach Dancing 1 .20
hn 'Ineer 1 .26
Aviator ^1_ .264l4 100,00
Practically one-third (52.14- ) of the juniors, i o 'larined
to go to work 1 nedlately, had not decided what WO -. they ould
do. Nearly one-fcurth (25.2%: ) ran led to enter the
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stenographic field* About on^-slxth (16*69,S) v̂ ant d to tn^er 
the teac’-.ing profesGlon. All the students plcruilnc to te- ch 
iiKïiediately had h-. d tho norm:'.! training course in ai h school, 
Le. B than, one-tenth desired to becod-. farnors or ranch rs. 
Approxirintely one-ttrenty-f if th of the girls were plennln-; to 
becoiao nurses* over o.ie-third of t is gr ju; studied were 
plannin;* to enter oit: er stenographic v.-orh or teac hing.
Table XICIII gives tho median intelligence score for each 
occupâtional class*
/.Till
lUTA .LIA .':C JIL iL hrriHc c . G ;• T t ' -, ' -, r*'
Occupations '■edi n 1.0 .uÀty.s.. . . . . .  . _________ Cirls 1-0 th
Undecided 103.66 100.94 102.72
Otenogrephere 103.00 101.04 101.41
Teaching 104.53 104.53
Farming &. Hanc' ing 105.66 105.66
Anyt i -G 111*25 111.25Electrician 111.25 85.00 111.24
Nurse 94.17 94.17
Mech* & Machinist 103.75 103,75
tîusic 97.00 95.00 95.83
Civil orvice 85.00 85.00
Housekeeping 102,50 102.50
Salesman 90.00 90.00iirc litect 102.50 102,50
Librarian 105.00 105.00Jeweler 105.00 105,00Hardware; _an 95.00 95.00
Forester 105.00 105,00
i iner 95.00 95.00
Salesgirl 105.00 105,00Contractor 115.00 115,00
Accountant 95.00 95.00street Cleaner 95.00 95.00Chotogrnoher 115.00 115.00
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TAPiLi- .vXIII (conn)
OocuTjatlon jjoye vlrls i>oth ^
Téléphona Ooeretor 95*C0 95*00
Kayy “ 135.00 135.00
Printer 125.00 125.00
Journalist 105.00 105,00
Storekeeper 115.00 115.00
Auto Shjp 115.00 115.CO
Teach Dancing 95.00 95.00
Engineer 95.00 95.00
Arintor 85.00 85.00
10475 lbi.46 XSïïTfe'
Tlioeo students planning to enter t?ie teaching ..rofeasl'.-n 
are 3.12 points su;eri r to those students ho desire to 
heco: e stenographers, Ihe b?:: s plu; ning t: enter farming
end ranching act :vltl s ere superior both to the students 
entering the teaching profession and the would-be stenog­
raphers. Those students o,ho said the; would do anything 
inade up a part of the group who wore g i-hg to g. to wor 
be for. Going on to school. Perct ilo graph VI shows the 
CtOLiparison between the int llipence of girj.s ?)la uliig vo 
eater teaching and stenograu.iio fields and between boyo 
planning tc enter fami g and stenographic work.
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PSHCJiîTÎTL:: GHA'.,P VI
Conparison of Girls Planrin;' to Teacli and to 
Income otenosraphers and of iioyc Plainiinc to 
1'--- .0 3tenograj>Iiers,
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CoiiparAson 1th the Remilts In -ppsp.chusetts : 'riie 
InTsstlgQtlr^n of occupational plans In ^Tascachusetts deolt 
vrlth f o seniors# ‘iltooe seniors \ ho said they were not 
planning; to ;:o on. to school v;ere asl.el hat they in-ended 
to do# *hus the data is co:i%)arable to that In this study 
except that tl .is study deals v.it:, junior students# Table 
XlilV ehov.s the number and percentage plan in.; to enter th' 
various occupât ...o.-s f,'?r th juniors in hontana and the 
seniors in aecachu.cetts.
lit];!:: ;o:iv
C 'TPAhlu., 01' I TaLhlONNC.: OF JTUririT.'. NOT .:'.UTNING TO
GO ON TO ÜC1I OL IN iiN-io. \ NO :T I'A
Occunationa
r̂ mnber of Cases 5: of cases
hass# No at # has 3, IJoat.
Seniors Juniors .'enlors Juniors
Clerical Vork 680 97 64.00 23.43
Undecided 130 133 12,00 52.12
hkilled Artisan 68 28 6.00 6.76Engineer 59 1 5.00 .24Business 26 3 2,50 .75
Farmer 21 32 2.00 *7.72:‘USician 18 12 2.00 2.89
Teacher 16 70 2.00 lu.9]Home-maker 13 2 1.00 .40Journalist IB 2 1.00 .49
Scientist 8 1,00 "Nurse 0 15 1,00 3.61h'.iscellaneoiis 5 19 ,50 4.59
1,064 414 100. 100,00
14# Classification of occu at ions given by ’ ■ and hac: hallla footnotes on. p. 10 was used#
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There were no re than tv;icG ac zcnny :.assacliucetts seniors 
as L'ontana juniors Involved in this comparison* Accordiar to 
percentocQS nearly tliree ti es as many . .assachusetts æniors 
expressed tho intention to enter the clerical field as did 
hontana juniors* However, nearly three times as many stu onts 
in hontnna were undecide ccncerninc their future occupation. 
Since hacsachusetts is a highly industrialized state, students 
there have more chances to œ cure ciadoyment. In the occupa!ions 
of s illed artisans and musicians the percentage is practically 
tliC same* on the basis of percentage, fai-ming was more than 
three timos as popular with the b 'yo in l’on tana. This is no 
doubt explained by the foot th t Montana is essentially on 
egricv’ltural state* More st 'dents ho ' signified hoir in­
tent lo:s to enter the teaching profession in Montana than in 
Massachusetts. Until 1950 préparât! n for a rural school 
teacher could bo recoived In the hip echo Is of the state 
of Montana, .iveryone of the students saying they w:cld teach 
h': ' ha this training. This ty o of train! p was not open 
to the students in Massachusetts. Therefore c?1 who wanted 
to teach t ere must go on. to school before loin,; so,
Hucmnrv: The median I.Q. for those students plaiminr to
go to work at once indicated that the boys were su,o’.rior to 
the girls. The superiority of the loys over tl.e girls in 
median I.Q. is greater here than it was for all tie students 
used in tils study. Almost on--third of the juniors did not
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know vniai they Tjould do v;liOn they graduated 1‘ro hlgli school. 
These ctudcnto v;ere await lac until a job arose. They ha: no 
plana. Two-fifth a of the juniors pTonixed to enter the 
stenographic and teaching fields. Those stud nts planning to 
teach v.erc superior mentally to tho juniors \.ho wanted to 
enter the clerical v.ork. There is consldurable disagreement 
between the percentages of students planning to enter the 
different occup tiona of assachusetts seniors an? l'ontens 
juniors. This diiferonco seems to be largely due to the 
fact that the na ure of tho stctes €S very 'liferent—  
lassachuGetts, hlghî y industrialized ; .'ontana, largely 
agricultural.
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CIIÆ PTZ2 V I  
rm cLi.lG ziTC U  A:::: coiUüGJï i  ' _;:îTi,::G
Question eleven In the cueationnaire acQod "Do you plnn 
to G' to s.;:o other school or colleGO after you era U' te 
fro: hl.;%h echo IT" : ollowod by the quest I n  "If so, name
the school or oo:' le e?"
Plr".n:n -: ^ 2 iil 2E ̂  hchool: >ix hundred an: seventy- 
three students said they intended loco on to schiol* hero- 
fore 259 o. there students '̂ho vcr plannin to zo to v.ork 
la odiotely v;ero also plrnalnG to go on to sch ,ol at e /. e 
later ti ;c. Table }%V Gives hi ;,.u. :bor of ' oys and Irlc. 
plonnlnc to oo on to school, the ,.cr cont of ea h, an' the 
: iodli n I.Q,. fojc’ each cex an 1 for lota , oxoa.
TM%E :\%V
i:..TDhLi':;hhCJ 3 /  ju i j iü ü . :  1. :h : i  h f  r o ; HOOL
hex Coses Per Cent ..'edion If
hoy 285 30.48 106.27
Girls 388 41.49 104.39
loth hexes C7S 71.98 105.20
Table XXV ehcv;s that the median I.Q, 'f the students 
plsnnii.c to c ntlnue their educati n vj'.c.. Ii:.;:h-r than tlie 
oh W  :':v.'ion (104#54 ) for ell the stoccnts. .\bout 11 :r c nt
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more glrln t .r\n toys r;ere plannlnc to oontimie LPclr ed­
ucation althou.i.li tL© state avera o indicated t. at the (;lrls 
had a poorer no.tivo Liental otllity teaa the i oys. The boyc 
plaaninp: to £;o on ’ssere also su.-erior to the 0iri s tl,ot vere 
plp.eniny to c~o on to school. : orcentilG Graph VII c oos 
the into 1 licence or t: o junior;; plaoninc t.i c r:ti..uo their 
troinloG*
of Vchools Chosen ; Vlm-ost one—third of t e students 
plrnnin.r: t; c' ti .ue their educati:,n., as ĉ iven in Table % VI 
lanned t j attend a university. I’ore than one-fourth of the 
students v>ere undoci d as lo tho tyno of school thuy no uld 
attend, . .pproximetQly ono-sixth of the nta-lonto, iiostly
t a b l t ; }:{Vi
d i;:th i:vjtio.v of 'lUh TYVn 0 . COiJJf
TyT>e of School Cases ' Per Oont
University 205 30.46
Undecided 181 26.89
Normal 109 16.20
Coll©:;;e-Tochnical & 87: 12.92
Eueiress Collée-̂ S5 5.20
Traie Schools 17 2.53Hospital 14 2.08Consorvatory 12 1.78
Physical ducation 3 .44Dental 1 .15
Y.U.C.A. 1 .15western Union collec© 1 .15hostpolnt 1 .11
Annapolis 1 .15Dancing School 1 .15Klr.dergarten 1 .15
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TAEL?; XZfVI (con»t)
Type of School Cases Per Cent
Art 1 ,15
Ïouitry Institute 1 ,15Academy of Speech Arts 1 ,15
6^3 XÔO.ÔO
girls, planned to go to normal schools, nearly one-third 
of the students desired to attend a urirrorsity uhiJe lees 
than half as many Indicated they pjr»(«rr#iatechnical or 
agricultural college. Only ono-tï;cni.loth indicated an 
intention to attend a businons college.
Intelligence According to the Type of School Cho: en ; 
Table XXVII gives the median I.c,. by soxvs f >r tho students 
choosing various tŷ jes of echo :1s.
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II
Inteliigenco of Juniors Tlanninc: to -o
to "Colle o''Boys Girl
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 00ST STScore «moi
Comp," red W  Gez
52
15012S
282 51 38
251 7366
114 18 ) liiC SI
51 71
17 20 24 27m
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TABLE 7JCV1I
IITTEdLIGdEC' . OF JUN][OEIS AUCORDILG 'ID SCHOOL oH -S h
MW4 1 +- r 4 ,'edie.n I.','. HU.
School ïoys Girls lioth 00X0 S
University 106.76 106.06 106,49
normal 105.00 103,21 103.84Undecided 105,54 101.52 103,84Colle e Technician &
Agricultural 106.48 105.00 106.12Business College 107,50 104.69 106.L2
Trade School 107.00 107.00Hospital 100,83 100.83
Conservatory 92.50 100.63 95.00Physical Educati n 115.00 115.00
Dental 85.00 85.00
Y.M.C.A. 105.00 105,00
V.estern Union G, 105,00 105.00
Uestpol .it 105,00 105.00
Annapolis 115.00 115.00
Dancing School 105.00 105.00
Kindergarten 115.00 115.00irt 115.00 115.00
Poultry liistitutelOO.OO 105.00
Academy of Speech Arts 115.00 115,00
Among those ty: es of schools havinr. at least ten choices, 
the students planning to attend a busiixess co. leGo and univer­
sity lead all the others with the best incdlan I.Ci. Percentile 
Graph VIII shows th int .Ill fence of boys and girls plannin ■ to 
atto d a university. The student a vho were unable to declo 
what type of l-istltutlou to enter and those v.ho planned to po to 
attend a normal school had exactly ti e seice médian I.Q. ihe 
students v-ho were plnn.lxi,; to attend a college re re very close 
in median I.Q, tp those students vho were -la;. In;, to go t o a
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atelll once of Juniora le: 
a University by :e%e8 to attend
Boy, Girls
0 10 11 ii.U 1 I 11
BoydGirlË
20 30 40 50JüLu.LU JUJLi.1 11 I il IJI 1,1 II u L60 90l ll.Ll . L.̂ t̂ I.-1.1 lu t Ij II I 1.1 1.1 11.80ST 90ST
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20
lOî
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business college or university# The students vho verw planning 
to attend c university, luslnoss eolle 'e end agricultural or 
teclinical college v.ore a little more than tv.o points above the 
state median I.Q,. In their red Ian I.e., Ihe classification 
necessary to Include all the choices m: de by ontana juniors Is 
such, that it is not com; arable v/lth the classification used by 
other Investigators#
Juniors Planning to Attend University of Montana : Almost 
one-fifth, of the students going to school vere planning to 
attend the State University of ontana. Table XMVIII gives 
the number, percent end the median I.Q. of the students ulth 
such Intentions.
TA3I^ XKVIÏI
I IT fh lL IU  IIGh JUUir.H..:' TO ATTUIh ThJ WlV2Tu.;lTY
OF MO':TAJ:A
Sc% Cases Per cent FedIan I. .
Boys 58 8#62 107.00
Girls eo 10.26 IOC.21
Foth Sexes 127_____________ 19.87_________ 106.64________
Tho stvideuts rho t?ere plrniiin*; to attend t’.e .:tate ün.iv._rslty 
of '’ontana wore .15 points higher in thoir median I.v,. thcr. the 
median I.Q. of all the students planning to attend a univcT-sity. 
Percentile P-n.ph IX shows iiitellipenc by sexes of juniors 
planning to attend the University of - oatana.
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iSunraary; Tho etüdents planning to t:o on to school ha a 
higher nedian î#Q» thon tiie state r.cdi; n for ail students, Tho 
boys et 111 had a higher median I,Q., thnn the girls. ore girls 
than h.ys v;ere planning to go on to school, i:ear.'iy one-third 
of the students ;.ho wanted to c ntinue their education intended 
to attend o university, Cne-flftli of 1 the students v.ho 
wanted to c ntinue thoir educ; tion wore plannin - to gu to the 
University of "ontane# Th© students who desired to enter th:: 
University of Uontana were slightly superior to the students 
1 median I.Q. v.ho were considerinc; matrliuletion at so e 
university.
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Intelllcenoe gf Juniora Plazinlrig to Attend 
the iitato University of ”o-tana LyGirls
20 30 40 50 60 70 60 90 100ST 3T
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C. APTE.I VII 
IKTiaLLIGlûI-CS AITT! CHOICE OF LIFE OC.. U’ ATIOH
Each student was asked v;h t life occupation he opeeted to 
follow ultimtely and if anything prevented him from carrying 
out his desires.
Juni :)rs V\ho Have Chosen Thoir Life Work : Table XZIX lAows 
by saxes the number end per cent of th .- juniors v;ho had, and 
had not, chosen an occulation.
I XXIX
ÜELZCTICri 0? IE: uCCLTATT'.,H :BY
Cases Per Cent
Hoys Girls to til Toys Girl's ïbthOccupation Selected 285 407 692 30.41 43.43 73.85
Occupation Uriselectod 128 117 245 13.77 12.49 ,26.15
nearly one-sixth more girls than boys had made their choice 
of an occupation for life* Table ZXX shovrs th' t the median I.Q. 
for those students v.ho had selected an occupation nas above tho 
state median (104.54) while the ĵ edlon I.Q. for those wh < hod 
not selected en occupation woo below. The expression of choice 
was not highly reliable as .ill be shown in C..a; ter XII*
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TAELjJ XXX 
I:3T.I,I,IG::XC:2: AGOJ.-iD O T; vccu. BY
Sex î.ledlf'n 1,0. ____
b'o'ou : 'at Ion'' - exe'ciWd» 5ccu'.;̂  t Ion i'rise lee t Ki't e' Y i'edl an
Eoye 106 #38 104.10 105.24
Girls 105.10 102.84 103.97
Both 105.42 103.66 104.54
Percentile Graph % oBov.s intolligoncc of Juniors by sexes
who have not selected an oocupatlon.
Occupations Selected; Table XJh.I f̂ ives the occupo tioi;s
chosen, and t e number end oercentarje of tlio juniors choosing
each.
TAELh XT.XI
DISTEIBUTI.;?: 01 JY’ITIORS ACC'.lU.iIYG T.J OC..U /Ticn .': CBOICYS
Ï.K)ys Girls Both hexes
Occupation Cases lar ceut- Cases Per Cent- Ùàoos /er Cent
Teaching 10 1.07 199 21.24 209 2 2. 0
Clerical Uork 21 2.24 84 8196 105 11.20
Parmer & BancherSS 2.98 2 .20 30 3.20
Telegrapher 1 .11 1 .11 2 .22
Accountant 6 .64 1 .11 ? .75
iublic Entertainers .33 2 .22 5 .55
Scientist 8 .86 7 .75 15 1.61
MusicIan 5 .55 17 1.81 22 2.35
Law 13 1.39 1 .11 14 1.49
Civil Service 4 .42 1 .11 5 .53
hysioal Dir. 3 .33 2 .22 5 .55
Journalist 10 1,07 7 .75 17 1.62
Ceœtoonlst 2 .22 1 .11 3 .33
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I''E1̂ ULI'TTIL3 Ci.AI'H X
Intellif'encQ ol* Jrs# By üoxcs lio liave 
riot Selected an Ultiiriat© Life 
Occupation
20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 .00ST ST
28 17
10 127 3 J16
25 117 23
50 44 90
30 42 31 4690Fsr 11 12 15Go
70
10 20 30 5040 60 70 80
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TABLE X.XI (Con*t)
DlETRIEUTTDiJ OF JTJîîIOR.> AC> 0 1 : LO OvCU. üTl-.-uAl. i;II ÏC::3
OocupQtlon Boys Girls Doth ,>exos
Cases Per 0 3:t Cases er Cent Cases Per cer.t
’.Ted leal 9 .96 5 .55 14 1.51izjaclnoer 88 9.33 88 9.58Nurse 41 4.37 41 4.37Dietitian 1 .11 1 .11Dancing Instructor 2 .22 2 .22Horticulturist 1 .11 1 .11Animal Husbandry 1 .11 1 .11Jeweler Z .22 2 .22Electrician 15 1.60 IS 1.60Architect S .22 2 .22Seaaien 1 .11 1 .11Dr 1̂ 6 smaller 2 ,22 2 .22
Interior Decorator 5 .55 5 .55Salespersons 5 .55 1 .-11 6 ..66Librarian 6 • 64 6 .64
Dentist 6 .64 6 . 64Beauty : pGClt.il 1st 1 .11 1 .11Hardware! an 1 • 11 1 ..11Draft Gican Z .23 2 .22t'echenic 22 2.35 22 2.35Misr-i jntipy 1 .11 1 .11Artist 2 .22 2 .22
Housekeeper 4 .43 4 .43Carpenter 1 .11 1 .11Aut-.or 1 .11 1 .11Ban :er 1 .11 1 .11Detective 1 .11 1 .11Surveyor 1 .11 1 .11Forester 5 .53 5 • 55
Business Executive 1 .11 1 .11
Minister 1 .11 1 .11Foreign Trade 1 .11 1 .11Resort Proprietor 1 .11 1 • IT
Speech Interpretatorl .11 1 .11Contractor 1 .11 1 .11
283 40.89 409 59.11 692 73.85
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Forty-nine different occupations we. o represo ited iî, the 
choices made by the juniors for ultimate life occupations,
yearly one-fourth of both sezes wanted to teach, yore than one- 
tenth of both sexes wanted t onga e in s.ne kind of clerical 
work, Alnost another one-tenth of the boys wanted to become 
engineers# Only 3,20 per cent chose famine ns their ultimate 
life occupation while more than 7 per cent of those students 
planning to go t ; work Immediately hod planned to become famners. 
This is a natural advance in the choice of an occupation, The
more training one- hr s for a better or higher position tae le s
ept is he to choose one in the lower group. If tl e 3.20 per cent 
is more then doublad by those not expecting to go on to school 
and this doubling process would conii.vue for those eliminated 
each year fro the hi h school, more than 56 per cent of those 
who were dimlnetod from high school at the enJ of their 
freshman year end those who dropped out for other reasons at 
the same time, v/ould taka up fai'ming or ranching. Thus we
would have enough farmers and ranchors, and there would be n
real necessity for h ch sch ol pra.luatos to enter farming. 
Therefore advanced high sch ol students are robably choosing 
occupations more wisely then, they h-. vo been eredltod . 1th 
doing in the :aot,
lalle X M I  gives t e occupations ch sen and tie median 
I.Q. by sexes for each occupât! ,nal group.
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T/ÆLZ :;xxil 
cEoici:
:o OLCurA:ij:ViL
OOCUDatlon
m ni'i' . . M.i/nn.iiRpat'-arA:.Median i.e.
nova Girls t.0% Gexes
a’GCciiins 110*GO 104.32 105.05
Clerical Work 105.50 102.43 103,22
Fcxr.cr &Beacher 105.77 110.00 105.86
Telegrapher 105*00 105.00 105.00
Accountant 100.CO 125.00 101.66
imbll0 uh tertniner112.10 100.00 110.00
scientist 106.25 116.83 115.57
î.!usicien 105.00 103.57 103.67
Law 106.36 95.00 105.00
Civil service 105.00 105.00 105.00Æysieal Directories *60 102.50 102.50
Journalist 101.66 112.50 106.25
Cartoonist 105.00 105.00 105.00
ITedical 106.25 115.05 110.00
Engineer 10 .SO 108.33Nurse 99.06 99.06
Dietitian 105.00 105.00Dancing Instr* 92,50 92.50
Korti culturlst 95.00 995.00
Aniinal Rusbandry 105.00 105.00
Jeweler 100.00 100.00
Dleotricloji 105.00 105.00
Architect 110.00 110.00
Soainan 115.00 115.00
Dressnaker 10 ,00 100.00
Interior Pecorator 112.50 112.50
salecpoople 100.00 105.00 101.17
Librarian 101.25 1C1.25
Dentist 102.25 102.25
Beauty Specialist 95.00 95.00
rardwarejian 105.00 105.00
DraTti^ig 100.00 100.00
Mechanic 100.00 ICC.00Missionary 115.00 115.00
Artist 112.50 112.50
Housekeeper 101.66 101.60
Carpenter 95.00 095.00
Author 105.00 105.00
î̂ ni'.er 105.00 105.00
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ÏAELIi ZZXII (Con»t)
Occupatic o
lied le n I.Q.
leys Girls Eoth he:es
Detective 95.00 95.00
Surveyor 105.00 105.00Forester 107.50 107.50
Bus. Executive 115.00 115.o:
minister 125.00 125.00
I'oroizn. Trade 105,00 105100
.Resort Propr, 105,00 105.00
Speech Inter r. 105.00 105.00
Contractor 115.00 lir,00
ji’rom ..XXÏÎ It le Khomi that thoco ctudonts vho plan­
ned to take up farn' ng end rcnciilng had a sllchtly higher 
median I. # than t- ose studeiits v.ho planned t.; enter the teach­
ing profe^'Gion. Per cent llo Graph XI ch nvs the intolllgence of 
juniors planning to teach by cez:c. hhose atudents havin' an 
I. • over 110.00 planned to enter the follovinc occupations: 
Scientist, sen;r.an, interior decorat.:-r, missionary, artist, bus­
iness executive, rrhLnister a ' contractor. In s:me cases tI:o 
students lanning to enter the above list of occupa.i.ons vould 
have haj a louer médirri X.'• If tiera hod been more c so, onter- 
irip that occupation,
Conparls 'A with herultG in Indiana : Using, the class if'-Cation
given by Book in his survey in Indiana there ai-e sixteen c Io g q o s  
of occupa ions to v; ich list I found it necessary to add tuo 
mo:'0 classes of occupations to include all 1 , .tuna junl jre:. faale 
/7" III gives the distribution and median f r the '.p.-tana juniors
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nocllglble piece in Ti ntena cec ziJary Tsorî:. xlierefore, \ hy 
W-re the choicer; la î,S'>ntGna more vo.ried than the ch Icea In 
Indiana? Terhaps the fact tj.at : Ion tana is a state !ii,ade
up of a very heterogeneous popul tion points to the answer#
Those students intending t b. c .ise teachers I f vc a dlan 
I.%* .25 points above the state z:odl nof 104,54. Ihe stndonts 
entering the following grou s of occupations had a r.edion I.'", 
higher than the median I,^* for tine prospective teachers 
were : physician, scientist, engineer, business and con- eroial
pursuits, lawyer, journalist, &:illed neohmics or .rrtisaii®, 
social worker, entertelnor, far er and r&nche.- and lainlctor. 
These students %)lannlng t bee .. ■ nurses h i the loueot u- dion 
I.'',. Table % P-XV compares accordliig to l eroe. tapes the 
students plan..liig to enter each an" th . number o. students In­
tending to fol ' Qv; certa in occupa il ns for Indiana seai . rs and 
Montana juniors,
TAEI,E XXMIV
Ch'h /hhlSüI OP T U  DI3ThIl.UTr02: Ci- liTUDIhTf. ACCO.ID. MG _
0^CUPA1I..M. J. PM JIC . , i; 1 PIA . A n  M M  IT/. MA
Occu-ational Choice Indiana Seniors Montana
Physician 2.6 2,14Teacher 29.7 23.05Scientist 1.3 1.81Engineer 13,2 9.28
Business & CorMl Ihirsults 4,6 3.9LLawyer 2,9 1.49Journalist 1,0 2.34Clerical ■ orker 19.9 12.49
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TAB::'] :b:j:iv (con»t)
Occupational Choice Indiana demiors Montana Juniors
Skilled ■ ecii, or Artisans 5,5 4,05Social IVorker ,8 ,11Entertainer ,6 ,53
Nurse 3,0 4.37
Musiciaa end Artist 4.0 2.56
Farmer & Rancher 10.0 3.20
Eouiômr I'.er ,3 .42
Elnistor • 4? .11Librarian .64
Miscellanoous 1,17
In a conpari^on of tBo percenta,;es of the .'’ontcna .^uniors 
in each occupation wltL thoso rf the India.la s e n i o r i n  each 
occupation there c>nôiderail ; agreement. In only a fo:v casco 
were the reoalto fairly dlTergont. The big airrcj cace ivns 
found in th engineer, teacher, Ijfu. yer, lourriellRt, c.l ricnl 
Worlter, entertainer, usiclan and Fjrtlst, a.;d fnrrijri,: o<. c’jj'Q- 
tlons. The rreatest diffcrencG op,o"re' in t far: vr, clerical 
worker and teacher occupational choices,
Previ ntion of Intentl nsî ne~tenth of the b'lys end girls 
in t.Tie junior class sa. d the i. aonet .in. • ull re vent -,r niglit 
i.-reveut thea from reachinG thoi.’ ideal for their future occu­
pation, Ta Lie Xh.Y 8 bo us the reasons glT n tîiut ruiglit pr vcr.t 
the fulfillraent of Intent.Ions, The cases of boys vho .u .d lo 
prevented from entering tholr desired occupatl n exueedo t:.' t 
of the girls by one only, Tighty-six of the ninety-nine said
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TAEL]] X:%V
BEA3.. J I'ULFILL.ICJNT 01= OCCUPATIONAL s IHMAT:I'.i:
'ITuniBer GivJ.ix[T̂ .T&cK''r.e&e -• n
Reag-^ns Eoys'"' Girls  T'otal"
onoy 43 41 85
Poor Health 5 3
Needed Ey Folks 1 1 2
Parents Object 1 1 2
Too Long 1 1
jiarrlage 1 1Lack of Proper irainlug 1 1
Poor Eyesight 1 1
Cen.i;ot Decile 1 1
Orphan (Honey) 1  1̂
50 49 99
that lack of money Tïould prevent them froii carrying iut tl:eir 
Intentions, Nina different reasons leere given that might pre« 
vent the fulflUonent of Intentions,
hurisnrry: i'early thrce-fourtiis of the "ontana juniors had
chosen their ultli.mte life occupation, ihose having chosen an 
occupation ho.d a median I.Q, nearly tv.o ,>olntr hi rhor than these 
students v.ho had not chosen an occu;atlon, Forty-nlno different 
occupations v;ere chosen by the ont ana juniors. Almost one- 
fo'-rth intended to beco._.e teachers. hen tl e niniber choosing 
the various occupe tions v.ei-e compared vlth the nuvbor of ti e 
seniors in Indiana there vas fairly close agreement throu hout. 
Lack of finances v.culd prevent more "ontana juniors fro : ful­
filling; their intentions than ell other rear as combliiod.
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CHAPTER VIII 
INTELLIGENCE AND NATIONALITY
There is a ooimon feeling that American people of tiœ 
white race are much superior to the Europeans and people of 
colored races. To what extent do the Montana juniors con­
firm this popular belief, if at all?
Student*s Nationality. Each student was asked to gire 
the country or state in which he was bom. Table XXXVI 
shows the distribution by sexes and the intelligence of the 
juniors bom in Montana. Five hundred and thirty of the
Table XXXVI
Distribution and Intelligence by Sexes of Juniors
Bom in Montana
Sex Cases Per Cent Median I.Q,.
Boys 254 27.00 105.38
Girls 276 29.42 105.40
Both Sexes 550 56.56 105.39
Montana juniors were bom in the state of Montana. There 
were a few more girls than boys native Montanans. It is a 
significant fact that the boys and girls had practically 
the same median I.Q. The median I.Q. for Montana juniors 
bom in Montana was ,85 above the state median of 104.54. 
Per centile Graph XII shows the intelligence by sexes of
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th# junior# bom in Montane.
Table XXX7II gives the median X.Q. for those students 
born in Montana, those born elsewhere, and those not giving 
the state of their birth.
Table XIXVTI 
Distribution and Intelligence of Juniors
According to Birthplace
Plaoe of Birth
Montana Elsewhere Not Given
Per Cent 64.01 45.89 .10
Median I.a. 105.39 101.53 95.00
Those students born in Montana were clearly superior in 
their native mental equipment to those students born elsewhere. 
Percentile Graph XIII ocmipares the intelligence of juniors 
bom in Montana and elsewhere. Only one person did not give 
his state of birth. The median I.Q., in this case was only 
95.00. Classifying the plaoe of birth of the juniors by 
countries, the results are seen in Table XXXVIII. One case 
represents .10 per cent; two oases .22 per cent, etc. Over 
one-half of the girls were bom in the United states. Over 
one-tenth as many more girls were bom in the United States 
than were boys. Canada was the native country of the next 
largest number of juniors. All but four per cent of the juniors 
were bora in the United States. The four per cent bom else­
where were distributed among eleven different countries. The
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Table XXXVIII 
Dlatrlbutloa of Juniors According to Native Country
Per cent according to sex
Country Boys Girls Both Sezea
United States 42.17 53,58 95.74
England .75 •44 1.18
Switzerland .10 .10
Canada .44 1.08 1.49
Holland .10 .10 .22
Sweden .10 .10 .22
Scotland .22 .10 .33
Alaska .10 .10
Ireland .10 .10
Russia .22 .22
Asia .10 .10
Philippine Islands .10 .10
Not Given .10 .10
44.08 55.92 100.00
United States, Canada and England were the native countries 
according to percentages of the largest number of juniors.
Five countries were represented by only one student.
Intelligence of Juniors in Relation to Nationality. Table 
XXXIX gives ttfô median I.q. for the students from the coun­
tries listed in Table XJ.X7111, The students born in the 
United States were just slightly below the state median I.%. 
This may be due to the large number of juniors born in the 
United States. Selection had not operated as much in this 
group as in the other groups. In the two cases where there 
was only one student from the country there was a median 
of 115.00. A larger number of cases would have changed this
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result. Asia, with only one student, hed the lowest median 
I.%. The student born in the Philippine Islands was not a
Table XXXIX 
Intelllgenoe of Juniors Aocording 
to Their Native Country
Median I.Q. by Sexes
Country Boys Girls Both Sexes
united States 112.70 101.10 104.00
England 111.25 101.66 106.25
Switzerland 115.00 115.00
Canada 110.00 106.25 107.50
Holland 105.00 95,00 100,00
Sweden 105.00 105.00 105.00
Scotland 83.00 95.00 92.00
Alaska 115.00 115.00
Ireland 95.00 95.00
Russia 105.00 105.00
Asia 75.00 75.00
Philippine Islands 
Not Given
106.00
95.00
105.00
105.24 105.97 104.54
Filipino but the son of a UnirerBity professor who had former­
ly taught In the Philippine Islands.
Father* s Nationality in Relation to Intelllrrence of 
Juniors. Table XX gives the percentage of the fathers born 
in Montana according to the sex of the juniors and the median
I.Q. for the juniors by sexes.
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TaT)l9 XL
InteXligenea Âceordlng to Fathers ITatlve Montanan a
Boys Girls Both
Cases 11 10 21
Per Cent 1.17 1.07 2.24
Median I.Q.. 101.67 104.37 104.09
The students «hose fathers were born In Montana had a 
median close to the state median of 104.54. Table XLI
gives the countries of the fathers* births and the percentage 
fr<m each country by sex of children.
Table XLI
Blstrlbutlon of Fathers According to Country of Birth
Country ......................
Per cent from
of
each country by sex 
children
-......Boys...... Girls Both
thiited States 28.49 38.20 66.70
Ireland 1.60 • 96 2.54
Unknown 2.45 3.41 5,87
Sweden 1.49 1.17 2.67
Canada 1.07 2.13 3.20
Denmark .33 .74 1.07
Germany .64 1.92 2.56
Greotla .10 .10
Belgium «21 .21
France .10 .10 .21
England 1.92 2.02 3.95
Finland .33 .42 .74
Italy .42 .33 .74
Switzerland .64 .64
Austria .48 .10 .53
Norway 1.81 2.99 4.80
Scotland .96 .96 1.92
Holland .21 .42 .64
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Tabla XLI (Oon’t)
Per cent trcÊL each country ’by sex 
of children
Boys Grirls Both
Asia .10 .10
Czechoslovla .10 .10
Russia .10 .21 .33
Wales .33 .33
Poland .42 .42
Luxemburg .10 .10
One-twentieth did not know where their fathers had been 
bom. Almost one-twentieth of the fathers were from Norway. 
Sweden, Denmark, Finland and Norway were the native countries 
of nearly one-tenth of the fathers of Montana juniors. Canada 
and England account for more then another one-twentieth of 
the fathers.
Table XLII gives the countries of the fathers* birth and 
the median I.Q. for the juniors by sexes. Of those countries 
whidh had been the birthplace of more than one-half of one 
per cent of the fathers, Canada leads according to the median 
I.Q. score of the students. Those students whose fathers were 
from Sweden had the next highest I.Q. Those students whose 
fathers were from England and the United States respectively 
ranked third and fourth according to the median I.Q.
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Table XLII
Intelligence of Juniors According to the Native Country
of Their Father
Father’s Native 
Country
Median I.Q.. for Juniors from Each Country
Boys Girls Both
United States 106.34 104.73 105.43
Ireland 105.00 101.25 103.18
Unknown 101*75 96.54 98.68
Sweden 107,86 107.00 107.81
Canada 102.50 110.62 108.75
Denmark 100,00 100.00 100.00
Germany 100.00 101.50 101.16
Croatia 105.00 105.00
Belgium 100.00 100.00
France 115.00 126.00 120.00
England 106.25 106.83 106.65
Finland 105.00 100.00 102.50
Italy 100.00 95.00 97.50
Switzerland 110.00 110.00
Austria 90,00 95.00 92.50
Norway 104.99 98.08 101.88
Scotland 105.00 97.00 93.12
Holland 105.00 92.50 100.00
Asia 75.00 75.00
Czechoslovakia 115.00 115.00
Russia 115,00 100.00 111.25
Wales 102.50 102.50
Poland 81.66 81.66
Luxemburg 105.00 105.00
Mothers* Natlonalltr and the Intelligence of Juniors. 
Three times as many mothers as fathers of the Kontsna juniors 
were bom in Montana* The per cent of the mothers and the 
median I.%. of the students whose mothers were born in Montana 
are given in Table XLIII*
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Table XLIII 
Intelligence of Juniors voiose Mothers 
Wore Born in Montana
Boy a Girls Both Sexes
Per Cent 2.35 4.27 6.62
Oases 22 40 62
Median I.q. 107.00 105.59 106.14
The median I.Q,. for those students 'eâiose mothers were 
born in Montana was more than two points higher than the 
median I.Q. for those students whose fathers were born in 
Montana.
Table XLIY gives the percentages of mothers by the sex 
of the juniors aooording to their native country. From 
Tabla X1I7 the mothers were bom in the United States in 
71.29̂  of the oases, while Table XLI showed that the fathers 
were natives of the United States in 66.70̂  of the oases. 
Thus more mothers ware from the United States. For almost 
one-twentieth of the mothers the juniors did not know their 
birthplace. The countries which were the birthplace of most 
of the mothers were in order, respectively: United states,
Norway, Canada, Sweden and England.
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Table XLIV 
Distribution of Mothers Acoordlng To 
The Country of Birth
Count rv
Per Cent by Sexes
ëoys Girls Botli
United States 29.55 41.04 71.89
Norway 1.71 2.34 4.05
Unknown 1.71 3.20 4.91
Germany .42 1.49 1.91
Canada 1.81 2.14 3.95
Sweden 1.81 1.39 3.20
Croatia .10 .10
England 1.71 1.29 3.00
Finland .33 .64 .98
Ireland .74 .42 1.16
Netherlands .42 .21 .64
France .21 .11 .33
Italy .42 ,33 .74
Poland .33 .33
Russia .10 .10 .21
Czecho Slovakia .10 .10
Austria .42 .10 .53
Scotland .86 .63 1.39
Switzerland .10 .53 .64
Denmark .10 .33 .42
Asia .10 .10
wales .10 .10
Table XLY gives the countries of the mothers' births 
with the median I.Q,. for the juniors aocording to sex* Those 
students whose mothers were bom in Swltsserlsnd had the 
highest median I.Q. with England, United States and Sweden 
taking second, third and fourth places respectively.
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Table XLY 
Intelligence of Juniors Acoordlng to 
The Native Country of Their Mother
Country
Median I.Q.
!3oys Girls Both
United States 106.65 104.80 105*37
Norway 103.00 100.00 102.06
Unknown 102.60 97.73 100.65
Germany 91.66 97.50 97,22
Canada 105.00 104.34 104,54
Sweden 107.22 103.00 105.21
Croatia 105.00 105.00
England 106.25 106.36 106.28
Finland 105.00 100.00 101.67
Ireland 102.30 100.00 101,67
Netherlands 101.67 90.00 97,78
France 100 .00 105.00 102.67
Italy 100.00 90.00 96.65
Poland 82.50 82.50
Russia 115.00 85.00 100.00
Czechoslovakia 115.00 115,00
Austria 90.00 95.00 91.00
Scotland 100.00 105.00 101.66
Switzerland 95,00 110.00 107.33
Denmark 95.00 105.00 102*50
Asia 75.00 73.00
Wales 105.00 105.00
The student who was born in Asia was the son. of parents 
both of whom were born in Asia. He had tlie lowest I.Q.
Those students whose mothers were from Germany, Netherlands 
and Austria had a median I.Q. also below 100.00.
Summary. More than one-half of the Montana juniors were 
bom in Montana. The median I.Q. for those students born in 
Montana was above the state median for all students. The
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Juniors born In Montana were 3.86 points above the median 
I.Q,. Of those students bom elsewhere. Only one student did 
not know where he had been bom. The Juniors were bom in 
eleven countries besides the United states. The students 
bom in the United States were slightly below the state 
median for all students. The student wiio was born in Asia 
had the lowest median Not quite one-tenth of the
fathers and mothers were bom in Montana. The students whose 
mothers were born in Montana had a higher median i . than  
those students whose fathers were bom in Montana. The 
Scandinavian countries were the birthplace of nearly one- 
tenth of the fathers. However, Canada leads with the students 
whose fathers wore born there having the highest median I.Q,. 
More mothers were bom in the United states than fathers. 
Norway, Canada end Sweden were the native countries of about 
one-tenth of the mothers. Those students whose mothers were 
bom in Switzerland had the highest median I.^.
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CHAPTER IX
lî̂ TELLIGSl̂ ûS JiS HPLATED TO PATIH:H*S OCCUPATION
Saeh student was asked to give his or her father's 
occupation. Since Montana Is an agricultural state It would 
he expected that a large number of the fathers would be en­
gaged In various agricultural pursuits as farming, ranching, 
horticulture end related activities.
Intelligence of Juniera as Related to Father in Agri­
cultural Pursuits. Llttls less than one-third of tha 
fathers were engaged In various lines of agricultural work. 
All types of agricultural pursuits will be listed in the 
tables under the head '’ïai-ming and Ranching". Table XLVT 
gives the number and percentage of fathers engaged la farm­
ing and ranching and the meiian I.Q. for the juniors by sexes.
Table XLVI
Intelligence of Juniors KTiose Fathers /ere 
Engaged In Agricultural Pursuits
... Cirls Both Sexes
Cases 90 167 265
Per Cent 10.46 17.82 28.28
Median I. 101: ,59 105.60 104.52
The median I.Q,. for both sexes was only .02 below the
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Peroentlle Graph XIY 
Intelligence of Juniors Raised, on 
Farm By Sexes
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State median. A little le t bar: one-tlilrd of the Juniors
were farmers* children, "ereentile Graph XIV shows the in­
telligence by sexes of the juniors raised on the farm.
Table XLVII gives the Intelligence of the juniors whose 
fathers were engaged in agricultural pursuits and those who 
were unemployed, or w .ose employment was not given.
Table XLVII
Intelligence of Juniors ’.Those Fathers were Engaged in 
Agriculture end Those not Employed in Any
Occupation
Farming and Unempl̂ oyed or
Banching Not Given
Per Cent 28.23 12.27
Median I.Q. 104.52 105,78
In a oomparison of the intelligence of those juniors 
whose fathers wore engaged in farming and those who did not 
give any occupation for their father, the median I.Q. for 
the former group was found to be higher. One-eighth of the 
students gave no occupation for their fathers. Probably the 
most of these fathers were employed in seasonal or "odd jobs" 
occupations.
Percentile Graph XV compares intelligence of juniors 
raised on farmland not givmi.
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Percentile Graph XT 
Intelligence of Juniors Kalsed on 
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IntelljLgence as Related, to Fatlier*s Occupation. Table 
XLTIII gives tbs oaoupatioas engaged in by the fathers of 
this group and the percentage by sezea in each occupation. 
Under ''Skilled Artisans'* the following occupations have been 
grouped for brevity and clearness; carpenter, jeweler, con­
tractor, hod-carrier, pipe-fitter, plumber, linotype setter, 
locksmith, blacksmith, brick layer, telegrapher, manufacturer, 
baker, florist, «atchmaker, painter, mason, printer, 
photographer, topman, hamess-maker, tinsmith, drayman and 
trucker, plasterer, shoemaker, tailor, teamster, iceman, 
time-keeper, butcher and auotionneer. Under "Physician” the 
following fields have been grouped: doctor, optometrist, 
osteopath, dentist, and druggist. Under "Dealers”; those in 
beverages, in coal, in Ford cars, in hardware, in transfer 
and baggage, end in elevator. Under the heading "Proprietor” 
the following occupations have been included; carpet shop, 
hotel, pool hall, restaurant, cigar store and theater. Under 
the grouping "County Officers": deputy, caretaker of the 
county poor, county treasurer, county commissioner, clerk of 
court, county road «supervisor and county clerk and recorder. 
Under "City Officers" have been included: fire department, 
city auditor, jailer, health officer, and chief of police.
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Table XLTIII
Distribution of Junlcrs Acoorllng to Father’s Ocoapation
Oooupatlon
Boys Girls Both Sexes
Per 
Cases Cent Cases
Per
Cent Cases
Per
Cent
Farmer end Ranoher 98 10.46 167 17,82 265 28.28
Railroad 21 2.24 25 2.67 46 4.91
Miner 50 3.20 37 3.95 67 7.15
Electrician 5 • 54 2 .21 7 .75
Civil Service 4 .42 5 .54 9 .96
Merchant 16 1.71 19 2.02 35 3.73
Foreman and Manager 9 .95 12 1.28 21 2.24
unknown 54 5.76 61 6.51 115 12.27
Agent and Sale moan 12 1.27 14 1*49 26 2.77
Business, Bookkeeping
and Clerical Work 7 .74 9 «96 16 1.71
Lumbering 16 1.71 16 1.71 32 3.42
Law 8 .84 3 .33 11 1.17
Skilled Artisans 53 5.65 62 6.61 115 12.27
Physicians 1 .10 6 .65 7 .75
County Officers 3 .33 12 1.28 15 1.61
Dealers 5 .54 8 .84 13 1.37
Proprietors 5 .54 8 .84 13 1.37
Cook 1 .10 1 .10
Teacher 5 .54 5 .54 10 1.07
Retired 4 .42 6 .65 10 1.07
Mechanic and Machinist 8 •84 5 .54 13 1.37
Forester 3 .33 3 .33 6 .65
Night Watchman 5 .33 3 .33
Statistician 1 .10 1 .10
Telephone 1 .10 1 .10
Army Officer 1 .10 1 .10
Laundry 1 .10 1 .10
Barber 5 .54 3 .33 8 .85
Journalist 2 .21 2 .21
Buyers—Cattle and Grain 4 .42 4 .42
Oil Speculator 1 .10 1 .10
Jockey X .10 1 .10
Veterinary 1 .10 2 .21 3 .33
Minister 2 .21 6 • 65 8 .85
Livestock Commissioner 1 .10 1 .10
Accountant 3 .33 2 .21 5 .54
Common Laborer 9 .95 7 .75 16 1.71
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Tablo :XTIII (non̂ t)
Oooupatlon
Bovs Girls Both Sexes
Oases
Per
Cent Cases
Per
Cent
Per 
Cases Cent
Chauffeur 1 .10 1 .10
Porter 1 .10 1 .10
City Officers 5 .54 5 .54
Auditor 1 .10 1 .10
Musician 1 .10 1 .10
Janitor 5 4 .42 7 .75
Banker 4 .42 6 .55 10 1.07
Gas and Oil Service Man 1 .10 1 .10 2 • 21
413 44.07 524 55.93 937 100.00
The four occupations In which the majority of the fathers 
were engaged were 2 farmer end rancher, not working or not 
given, skilled artisans, and miners. Thirty-six groups of 
occupations were engaged In by the fathers of the Montana 
Juniors.
Table XLIX gives the median I.Q,. for the Juniors whose 
fathers were engaged In the preceding occupations. The same 
grouping of occupations will be used. Percentile Graph XVI 
compares by sexes the Intelligence of Juniors whose fathers 
were engaged in farming and ranching pursuits and skilled 
artisan oooupatlons.
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Table XLIX
IntelUgenoe of Juniors Aooording to Father’s Oooupatlon
Oooupatlon Boy a Gi r l sBot h Sexes
Farmer and Ranoher 105.59
Railroad 101.50
Miner 101.04
Eleotrlclan 110.00
ClTll Servioe 111.67
Merchant 103.75
Foreman and Manager 112.50
Unknown 103.23
Agent and Salesman 113.75
Clerical Work 110.00
Lumbering 105.83
Law 110.00
Skilled Artisans 100.68
Physician 105.00
County Offioers 110.00
Dealers 102.50
Proprietors 110.00
Cook 105.00
Teeoher 110.00
Retired 95.00
Meohanio and Machinist 102.50 
Forester 105.00
Night Watchman 
Statistician 
Telephone 
Army Officer
Laundry 105.00
Barber 110.00
Journalist
Buyer—-Grain and Cattle 100.00 
Oil Speculator 105.00
Jockey 95.00
Veterinary 105.00
Minister 105.00
Livestock Coiamissioner 125.00 
Accountant 115.00
Coinnon Laborer 101.07
Chauffeur 115.00
Porter 105.00
City Officers 105.00
Auditor 115.00
103.69
104.64
102.64
102.50
111.67 
105.63
101.25
104.25
105.00 
96.25
102.14
112.50 
101.89100.00 
103.75
101.67 100.00
110.00100.00
105.00
112.50 
92.50
105.00
115.00
105.00
105.00
105.00
105.00 
102.50
105.00100.00
104.62 
103.09
101.94
107.50
111.67
105.50
103.00
103.78
110.62 
99.00
103.79 
110.83 
101.45
101.75 
108.93
101.95
103.67
105.00110.00 
93.34
103.60
103.75 
92.50
105.00
115.00
105.00
105.00
106.00
105.00100.00
105.00 
95.00
105.00 
103.15
125.00 
111.25 
100.87
115.00
105.00
105.00
115.00
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Table ïLIX (Con*t)
Median I.Q.
Occupation Bpjrs Girls Both Sexes
Musician
Janitor
Banker
Gas and Oil Serviee Man
115.00 
95.00
110.00 
115,00
102.50
110.00
95.00
115.00
101.00 
110.00 
105,00
105.24 105.97 104.54
Those occupations of the fathers In which the juniors had 
a median I#q. of 110,00 and above were: civil service, agent 
and salesman, lav, teacher, telephone, livestock ecmniissioner, 
accountant, chauffeur, auditor, musician and banker. The 
additional occupations of the fathers in which the median I.Q,, 
of the juniors was above the median I.Q.for the juniors whose 
fathers were engaged in agricultural pursuits were: electrician, 
merchant, foreman and manager, county officers, cook, forester, 
statistician, laundry, barber, journalist, oil speculator, 
porter, city officers, and gas and oil service man. All of 
the above listed occupations of the fathers had juniors whose 
median I.Q, was above the state median I.Q.
Summary, Nearly one-third of the fathers of the Mont ana 
juniors were engaged in agricultui’&l pursuits. The median 
I.Q. Of the juniors iftiose fathers were engaged in farming end
ranching was near the median I.Q. for all the students of the 
state. The fathers of the juniors were engaged in thirty-six 
different groups of occupations. In general, the median I.Q,
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Of the juniors for each occupation the fathers were engaged 
in was equal to, or above, the amount of intelliganc© expected 
and considered necessary for the occupation. For Instance, 
the median I.Q,. of the juniors whose fathers were engaged in 
law, accountant, auditor, musician and banker was above 
110,00* The greatest variation was found in the median I.Q,, 
of the juniors whose fathers were chauffeurs or were retired. 
The median I.Q,. of the junior whose father was a chauffeur 
was 115.00 while the median I.Q, for the juniors whose fathers 
were retired was only 98,34* The reverse would naturally be 
expected. However, there was only one student îdiose father 
was a chauffeur. The median I.Q. would undoubtedly have been 
lOAered had there been more oases.
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CHAPTER %
INTELLIGENCE AND CLASS RAÎECnîG
Each principal was asked to give the academic fifth In 
which each student ranked In his school work. Are the bright­
est Juniors doing the best work? Are some of the most intelli­
gent juniors found in the lowest academic fifth?
Juniors in the Hirfiest Quint lie. Only 704 students were 
given a rank by their high school principal or superintendent. 
Table L gives the intelligence of juniors in the upper fifth.
Table L
Intelligence of Juniors in the Upper quintlie
Boys Girls Both Seres
Cases 42 86 129
Per Cent 5.55 10.98 16.55
Median I.q. 110.00 108.50 103.87
The boys had a 1.13 lead over the girls. Nevertheless, 
nearly twice as many girls as boys were found in the upper
quint lie. Book in his survey in Indiana reached the conclu­
sion that school work was more adapted to the girls than boys* 
The fact that more girls of less ability than the boys were 
leaders in their class seems to confirm this statement. How­
ever the girls may have had the necessary characteristics
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which, make them a better stuient thaa the boys despite a lower 
Intelligence r̂ notlent, such as determination, persererance, 
willingness and others. It is to be noted that the students 
were to be ranked according to fifths, or twenty per cant cf 
the student» were to be ranked in each of the five groups, 
Eowerer, there were only 16.35̂  given in the upper quintlle. 
Therefore the ranking of students must bare been done by an 
arbitrary method ratner than by a scientific procedure. Chart 
II shows the range of the students by sexes found in the upper 
quintlle.
Chart II
Range of Intelligence in Highest .̂ulntile
30
ÇXKAJl/Ojf •
Juniors in the Second Fifth. Table LI shows the number, 
percentage and median I.Q. by sexes of the Juniors in the
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«doond quintIXe*
‘Table LI
Intelligence of Juniors in Second Fifth
acKasaKassasmssaamBBuamtamMaBmmai
Boys Girls Both Gexea
Cases 79 1EÔ 205
Per Cent 10.03 16.07 26.15
Kedien I.Q,. 103.95 104.79 106.29
The second fifth contains more than one-fourth of the 
juniors. There are over one-half again as many girls than 
boys In the next to the highest fifth. Yet the laedlan I.Q.. 
for the boys In this fifth Is higher than the radian I.q. of 
the girls in the highest fifth. The girls of this rank ware 
only .25 of a point above the state median. The boys were over 
four points above the state median. In this group there are 
two boys in the 150 class and one in the 70 class, while there 
are two girls in the 70 class and none in the 150 class. In 
the highest fifth there were no students in the 70 class.
Chart I I I  shows the distribution of the juniors in the second 
quintlle.
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Chart III
Dlatrihutloa ©f Jimlora la tha cacoal Fifth
3̂ ^
Boys (yfccKMxtd* O^irLS
JVTtlwe In thm rid̂ Ila uinttla. Table LTI give» the 
maaber, pcrceatâ  ̂ and E®dlen by sexes of the Juniors la
the rcldll© 'ulatlXe.
Table I I I
latôllliîonoe cf Junior a la thfi rid Ho Fifth
rirls rcth rexes
Cases m 132 215
Per Cent 10.58 ld.97 27.54
Wdlea 101.10 102.17 102.53
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The median I.Q,. for this jronp was below the state
median. ITearly three-tenths of the juniors wore In this 
group. There were about as men y more girls as boys in this 
group aa there were in the second quintlle.
Chart IV
Distribution of Juniors in Middle ^uintile
Ÿ3~7àà 7>a—7ary~OT""; 
^ i x L s
There were no students in the middle fifth that had an 
I.Q. of 130 or above. The boys in this group were not repre­
sented in the 70 class but t'le girls have cno reproft'-fntîitive
in that class.
Juniors in the Fourth Quintlle. Table LIII gives the
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mamber, percentage and median I.ĉ , of tna Janiors by sexes 
in the fourth fifth.
Table LIIÎ
Intelligence of Juniors in the Fourth v̂ uintile
Boys Girls Foth Sexes
Cases 83 70 153
Per Cent 10.53 8.92 19.50
Median 102.50 93.20 101.83
A little  less then one-fifth of the juniors vere in this 
group. The students in this group were 2.71 points below the 
state iredian. For the first time there were more boys than 
girls in this group. Chart V gives the distribution by
sexes of the Juniors in the fourth quintlle. The boys have
four representatives in the 120 class but the girls do not
have any etudents above the 110 class. The girls Asre over
four points lovjer than the boys in median I .g.
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Chart V
Dlatrlbutlon of Jimiors In the Fourth quintlle
4^0
3r-
3Ù .
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jS^tù 7âà 7/1 Û ^3 TJo 7̂5 3& \a /«o "//a /Sâ~~7^
BoYS(ĵ Sĉ 4U.-4t̂  Q-iiLS C€t̂ ojL̂
The boys In the fourth quintlle represent a greater 
range of ability than the girls.
Juniors In the Lowest quintlle. Table LIY gives the 
number, percentage and the median I.q. of the juniors who 
were ranked In the lowest fifth.
Table LIT
Intelligence of Juniors In the Lowest quintlle
BQX«. Girls Both Sexes
Cases 
Per Cent 
Median I.q.
49
6.26
98.25
S3
4.21
100.94
82
10.47
98.75
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Only about one-tenth of the Juniors were found In 
this group. The .̂edisn cf this group is almost six points 
below the median for the state. The sedian of this fifth 
is slightly more than three points below the madlan of those 
students in the fourth quintlle. The girls for the first 
time had a higher median than tho boys. Chart VI show a
the distribution by sexes of the Juniors in the lowest q.uln- 
tile.
Chart VI
Distribution of Juniors in the Lowest rifth
'wnvnio
_z.
Bo yS Oi^Ÿ
n
Q: /y L s(ss
There were four students in the 120 class and only one 
student in the 7C class. Less than cno-half of the students 
in this group could be classed as inferior or dull students 
for whom the completion of hi^ school would be doubtful.
Table LV gives the per cent end median I.Q,. by sexes of 
the Juniors in each quintlle.
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T a b le  L T
Intelligence» of Juniors In the Five ^uintlles
msaasssmssssaassssss
ouintile
Bovs Girls Both Sexes
- ...........^ Median . - ....9̂ Median 9G Median
First 5 .5 5 1 1 0 .0 0 1 0 .9 8 1 0 3 .5 0 1 6 .3 3 1 0 8 .8 7
Second 1 0 .0 8 1 0 8 .9 3 1 6 .0 7 1 0 4 .7 9 2 6 *1 5 1 0 6 .2 9
Third 1 0 .5 8 1 0 4 .1 6 1 6 .9 7 1 0 3 .1 7 2 7 *5 4 1 0 3 .5 9
Fourth 1 0 .6 8 §o:i>So 8 .9 2 9 8 .2 0 1 9 .5 0 1 0 1 .8 3
Fifth 6 .2 6 9 8 .2 5 4 .2 1 1 0 0 .9 4 1 0 .4 7 9 6 .7 5
8mmar%. Going from the highest to the lowest fifth, 
there was a continual decrease in the number of girls but an 
increase in the number of boys* The median 1.4* becomes 
lower progressively for each fifth as one goes downward; that 
is, the students in the upper fifth were superior to those 
students in the second quintlle, etc* through the fifth 
quintlle* Only in the lowest fifth were the girls superior 
to the boys in their median 1.4- The boys, although they had 
the highest state median 1.4., were not ranked as high as the 
majority of the girls. If  nearly one-flfth of the number of 
juniors over twenty per cent in the second and middle fifths 
were ranked in the highest fifth and the remaining number were 
placed in the fourth quintlle, the number of students in each 
quintlle would approximate twenty par cent to each group.
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ISvtdeatly the ranking of students was not done in a scien­
tific manner*
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Chapter XI
IHTEIXIGSNC2 AND FÜLFXLUÎENT OF XNT̂OTIONS
In April and ?/ay cf this year (1933) a questionnaire 
sheet waa sent to the present prlncinels and snncrlntendenta 
of the sohoola which had formerly been used In this surrey.
The questionnaire carried the names of the juniors end the 
year they expected to craluate. The principal or superin­
tendent was asked to Indicate whether the student completed 
his high school course; If  so, did ha go on to school; if  he 
went on, did he graduate and when; and vuhat occupation the 
student Is now in, if  any. A column was also given so that 
the principal could give any additional Information concerning 
the student. In several instances, the information sought for 
was given in this column.
nifdi School Graduation. In Chapter IV It was found that 
all but twenty-five of the juniors were planning to graduate 
from high school.
Out of the 646 students found in the follow-up study,
616 had completed their higii school course. Therefore, as 
far as can be déterminai, aTprovi’jwatelY 9 S  ce»r of- "the- 
juniors actually graduated from high school. No douut mnëJt*Y 
of the tWrj not € ù u n d  dlso finished high school but had 
moved so that tû y could not be found. Table LVX shows the 
number by sexes that actually graduated from high school.
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Table LVI 
Distribution by Sexes of Juniors 
Who Finished Hlgb school
Sex Cases Per Cent
Boys 275
Girls 541
Both Sexes 616
Forty-four and seven hundredths per cent of the juniors 
were boys. Thus only # per cent of the boys did not fin­
ish high school. Flfty-fi%  ̂ and ninety-three hundredths per 
cent of the juniors were girls. Therefore, per cent of
the junior girls did not graduate from high school. Although, 
as indicated in Chapter X, the girls were ranked higher than 
boys in sdtiool work more boys than girls completed the high 
school course.according to percentages.
Table LVII gives the median I.q. by sexes for those 
juniors who graduated from high school.
%
Table LVII 
Intelligence of Juniors who Graduated
from Hi^ School
Boys Girls Both Sexes
Median I.q. 105.89 104.91 105.29
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The Biedlan I.Q,. of those students who completed the 
high school coursa was .75 point higher than the state 
median for all juniors.
Table LVIII gives the comparison in tabular form of 
those Intending to graduate and those who graduated.
Table LVIII 
Comparison of Juniors Intending to Graduate 
and Those Hho Graduated
Sex
Plarmin.% to Graduate Actually Graduated
Cases
Per
Cent
Median 
I. Q. Cases
Per
Cent
Median
I.Q.
Boys 599 42.50 105,34 275 105.89
Girls 513 54.75 104.07 541 S i ’T i 104.91
Both Sexes 912 97.33 104.69 616 9 S . 3 6 105.29
From the above table it is shown that the median I.Q. 
of 6 Juniors who ccmipleted the high school course was 
higher than the median I.Q,. for juniors who intended to
graduate from high school. There was more difference in the 
median I.Q. of the girls than for the boys.
Table LI% shows the intelligence of the juniors who in­
tended to graduate from high school but did not, and the in­
telligence of the juniors who did graduate.
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Table LIZ
Intelllse-ioe of Junior a 7<lio Intendod But Dl l Not and Those
î/ho rid Graduate From High School
Intended But Did Not________Juniors Who Graduated
Per Ledlan Per Median
Sex Cases Cent I.Q.»___________Cases Cent I.Q.
Boys 124 13.23 103.24 275 105.89
Girls 172 18.36 101.92 341 104.91
Both Sexes 296 31.59 102.57 616 105.29
Table L7III Indloated that there had bean some selection
betireen the Intention to graduate from high school and those
who finished high school. Table LIX serves to show that the
median I.Q. of those students who planned to, but did not
complete their hi^ school course was considerably below the*
state median I.Q.
Juniors ■■'ho b-ent on to School. About 44 per cent of 
those >vho graduated from high school attended a school beyond 
secondary work. Table LX gives the number and the percentage 
of the juniors who went on to school.
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Table DC
Bistributlcn by Sexes of Jimlors -Alio Wa3it on to School
Per ' Cent   Per 6ent
Sox_______________________Cases_________ (957)______________(616)
Boys 116 12.38 18.83
Girls 159 16.96 25.81
Both Ssxss 275 29.54 44.64
Nearly one-h%lf" of all the juniors attended some school 
beyond high school. Table LX gives the median I.Q. of those 
juniors sho went on to school.
Table LSI
Intelligence of Juniors Who Went on to School
Boys Girls Both Sexes
Median I.Q. 107.07 105.92 106.50
The higher median I.Q,. for those student s «too went on 
indicates that there must have been some selection on the 
basis of ability between high school graduation and school 
entrance at some other institution. Table LXI brings the 
median I.Q. of both groups together so that the difference 
can be seen more clearly.
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Tabla LXII
Comparison of Intelligence of Those Students Who Graduated 
From High School Only and Those Who Went on to School
Median I.:?.
Boys__________Girls_______Both Seres
Graduated from High School 105.89 104.91 105.29
Went On To School 107.07 105.92 106.50
Percentile Graph XVII shows the Intelligence by sexes of 
the Juniors who went on to school.
Table LXIi gives the median I.q, of those juniors who In­
tended to go on to school and of those who did go.
Table LXIII 
Xntelligenoeof Cnrunlors Intending To Go 
and of Who ¥ent on to School
Median I.q.
Boys Girls Both Sexes
flcnt on to School 107.07 105.92 106.50
Intended to go On 106.27 104.39 105.20
Table LXIII further Indicates that there had been selec­
tion or inability to fu lfill Intentions between those who In­
tended to go on to school and those who actually went on to
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Percentile Graph XVII 
Intelligence of Juniors V*ho '>̂ent on to School
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»ome mohool.
Table IXIV gives ths inteHlgeaoe of the Juniors who 
Intended to go on to school but did not, and the intelli- 
genee of those Juniors who actually went*
Table XXIV
Intelligence of Juniors vîho Intended But Did Not 
and Those Who Went on to School
Intended But Did Not Went On To School
Per Median For ileclian
Sex Cases Cent I.Q,> Cases Cent 1*0..
Boys 169 13,04 105,08 116 12.58 107.07
Girls 229 24.44 105.20 159 16.97 105.92
Both Sexes 398 42.48 103.94 875 29.55 106.50
Tables XXIII and LXTV indicate that there had been con­
siderable selection between those students who intended to go 
on to school, those iho planned to go but did not go on to 
school, and those Juniors who actually went on to school.
The median I.q. of the second group mentioned above was still 
below the state median I.( .̂ (104.54).
Tvoea of Schools Attended. Table IXT glvsc the types of 
schools attended, the number end percentage of the Juniors 
attending each institution.
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Table LSY
Distribution of Juniors Accordln̂ s to Type 
of Soliool Attended
Boys Girls Both Sexes
Schools
Per 
Cases Cent Cases
Per
Cent Gases
Per
Cent
University 60 21.80 60 21.60 120 43.60
College and Tech- 
nical 55 12.00 11 5.99 44 15.99
Business College 6 2.18 9 5.27 15 5.45
Normal 7 2.54 66 24.00 73 26.54
Trade School 3 2.99 8 2.99
Hospital 15 4.73 13 4.73
Bible Institute 1 .35 1 .35
Annapolis 1 .55 1 .35
116 43.21 159 57.79 275 100.00
Three tenths of the Juniors Intended to attend a univer­
sity. Forty-three and sixty hundredths per oent of two-thirds 
of the juniors actually attended a university. Originally 
16*20̂  Intended to attend a nonnal school. Actually 26.54$ 
of two-thirds of the juniors went to a nonnal school. Thus 
a larger per oent of those students wlio actually finished 
high school attended a university and normal school than all 
of the juniors who had planned on going.
Table LXTI gives the median I.'̂ . by sexes for the juniors
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who attended the warloaa types of schools.
Table UCVI
Intelllgenoe of Juniors According to Typo of School
School
Median
Boys Girls Both Sexes
University 107,80 109.76 109.02
College and Technical 105.67 104.16 105.30
Business College 103.50 100.00 101.25
Normal 111.67 105.69 104.49
Trade School 95.00 95.00
Hospital 107.00 107.00
Bible Institute 105.00 105.00
Annapolis 115.00 115.00
Sflth the exception of the boy who attended Annapolis, the 
student 8 who attended a university had the highest median 
I.Q,. Comparing the median I. of the students who attended 
the various institutions with the median of those In­
tending to attend the suLie Institutions as given In Table 
LXVTI, thsre has been some selection In the wav of ability In 
some oases.
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Table LXYII
IntelUsenco of Juniors %o Attended and Planned 
To Attend the Same Institutions
Sohool
Median I>", 
Tîanned
for Both Sexes
Uni varsity 106.49 100.02
College and Technical 106.12 105.30
Business 106.52 101.25
Normal 103.84 104.49
Trade 107.00 95.00
Hospital 100.83 107.00
Annapolis 115.00 115.00
The student who planned to go to iuinapclla actually- 
attended that sohool. A large number of girls with a low 
median I.q. had planned to enter nurses training but those 
who attended a hospital for training had a median I.Q,, much 
above the state median for both sexes. The group of 
students who planned and took up business woik had a lower 
median 1 .4 . than those who had planned to take up business. 
Over 100 or 84.1̂  of the 120 students who attended a univer­
sity attended the University of Montana.
Graduated from a Higher School. Only 95 of the 275 
juniors graduated from a higher Institution. Table IXVTII
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glTes the number and percentages by sexes who graduated from 
an Institution beyond hi^ school.
Table LXTIII 
Intelllgenoe of Juniors v/ho Graduated 
From a Higher School
Cases Per Cent Median I.Q.. 
Boys 34 5.5̂ 7 107.31
Girls 61 9.̂ 4̂  106.73
Both sexes 95 W.7/ 106.98
One -SeVBhtbof the IZontana junior a succeeded In graduating 
from another institution beyond high school. Zlght of the 
Montana juniors are now doing or hare just completed graduate 
work. Table LXIX gives the number, percentage and median
by sexes of the juniors who have been or are doing gradu< 
ate work.
Table LXIX
Intelllgenoe of Juniors Doing Graduate Work
Cases Per Cent Median I.Q.
Boys 4 .43 110.00
Girls 4 .43 112.50
Both Sexes 8 / • W f  111.25
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Th.0 siBdiaxi I.Q,. o t  these students doing graduate work 
is 6.71 points above the state oedian for the juniors. It 
has heen said that one of the purposes of the various Instl-» 
tut ions Is selection. Table 1%% shows the progressive 
selection that has been made at various stages on the ^̂ontana 
juniors In this study.
Table LXX
Intelligence of Montana Juniors at Various Stages
In Their Education
Medlen I.Q.
Boys Girls Both Sexes
State Median for Juniors 105.24 103.97 104.54
Not Planning to Graduate 
from Hl#i School 97,50 99.00 98.60
Planning to Graduate 
from nigh School 105.34 104.07 104.69
Graduated from High School 105.89 104.91 105.29
Went on to School 107.07 105.92 105.50
Graduated from Higher 
school 107.31 106.73 106.98
Doing Graduate Work 110.00 112.50 111.25
Occupations Now Following. The students are found in 44 
variously grouped occupations. Of the 646 students found In 
the follow-up work, the occupation was not known for three-
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tenths of the studente. Tabla LXII gives the oooupatlons, 
the nnmbep and per cent In each oocu]%.tlon for the remain­
ing aeven-tenths. Under the head "Skilled Artisans" in the 
following table the following occupations have been classed: 
butcher, baker, architect, carpenter, barber, florist end 
printer. Under "Public Entertainer": players in dance 
orchestra, radio singer, dramatics director and movie 
actress. Under "Dealers"; pool hall, hamburger shop, and 
wood yard. Under "Physician": dentist, druggist and 
osteopath. Under the heading "Uiscellaneous" the following 
have been grouped: truck driver, fruit company employee, 
bee raiser, bootlegger, candy maker, rock garden expert, 
delivery boys, telephone operator, chauffeur, gardener. 
Cleaners employee, bus driver and road worker.
Table uai 
Distribution of Juniors According To 
occupation Now Following
Boys______________Girls________Both Sexes
Cases
Per
Cent Cases
Per
-Cent. Cases
Per
Cent
Not Known 118 18.27 71 10.99 189 29.26
Not f̂orking 4 .62 5 .46 7 1.09
Nurse 15 2.32 15 2.32
Teacher 10 1.56 63 9.75 73 11.31
Student 15 2.52 3 .46 18 2.78
Parmer 20 3.09 5 .77 25 3.86
Married 137 21.21 137 21.21
Housemaids 3 .46 3 .48
Waitress 4 .62 4 .62
Widow 1 .15 1 .15
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Table L3CSI (Con’t)
Oocur&tlon
Bovs Girls Both Sexes
Cases
Per
Cent
Per
Cases Cent Cases
Per
Cent
librarian 2 .31 2 • 31
Clerical Work 18 2.79 39 6.OS 57 8.84
Mechanic 10 1.56 10 1.56
Salesman 7 1.09 7 1.09
Common Laborer 4 .62 4 .62
Electrician 8 1.24 e 1.24
County Officers 4 • 62 4 .62
Gas & Oil Service Man 8 1.24 8 1.24
Merchant 3 .46 5 .46
Manager 3 .48 3 .46
Deceased 3 •46 8 1.24 11 1.70
Skilled Artisan 10 1.56 10 1.56
Military 2 .51 2 .31
Penitentiary 2 • 31 2 .31
Insane Asylum 1 .15 1 • 15
Minister 1 .15 1 .15
Agricultural Agent 1 .15 1 .15
Artist 1 • 16 1 • 15
Journalist 2 .31 2 .31
Public Entertainer 5 .77 3 .46 8 1.24
Lumberer 1 .15 1 .15
Forester 1 • IS 1 .15
Dealers 4 .62 4 .62
Physician 3 .46 3 •46
Social Worker 1 .15 1 • IS
Miner 1 • 15 1 .15
Engineer 1 .15 1 • 15
Accountant 1 .15 1 .15
Mi soellaneous 14 2.18 2 .31 16 2.49
286 44.26 360 55.73 646 100.00
OTor one-tenth of those atndentŝ aho were foun(3̂  had entered 
the teaching profession and were now In it. More than one- 
half of the girls now married had been teachers but they are 
not included in the group "teaching now" unless after marriage 
they had continued to teach. There are over six times as many
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jimlor girls In the teaehlng profession as there are junior 
boys. Almost one-tenth are in some clerical work* Table 
LXXII compares the percentages of the 937 who intended to 
enter certain occupations and the percentages of the 646 vrtio 
were at the time of this survey in those occupations.
Table t m i l
Percentages of Students Planning to Enter and Those Who 
Entered Certain Occupations by Sexes
Occupations
Selected
Planning to Enter
EnteradL Certain 
Occupations
Per Cent
Boys Girls Both Boys Girls Both
Teaching 1.07 21.13 22.30 1.56 9.75 11.51
îTupslng 4.37 4.37 2.32 2.32
Farming 2.98 .21 3.20 3.09 .77 3.86
Clerical Work 2.24 8.96 11.20 2.79 6.05 8.84
Electrician 1.60 1.60 1.24 1.24
42.67 27,57
Of those who had intended to teach, about one-half actu­
ally did. In the other four oooupatlons selected for oompari- 
eon the percentage remains approximately the same*
Table IXXIII gives the median I.Q,. of those students who 
really entered the various occupations by sexes*
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Table LXXIII 
Intelligence of Students %ho Entered 
The Various Occupations
Median I.Q.
Occupation Boya Girls Both Sexes
Not Knotm 105*54
Not Working 112*50
Nurse
Teacher 112*50
Student 103*56
Farmer 93*12
Married
Housemaids
Waitress
Widow
librarian
Clerical Work 104.17
Mechanic 105*00
Salesman 102*50
Cmmon Laborer 110*00
Electrician 110.00
County Officers 100.00
Gas & Oil Service Man 102.50 
Merchant 110.00
Managers 110*00
Deceased 105*00
Skilled Artisan 96.25
Military 112.50
Penitentiary 92.50
Insane Asylum 115*00
Minister 105.00
Agricultural Agent 95.00
Artist 106.00
Journalist 110*00
Public Entertainer 98.75
Lumbexman 105.00
Forester 105•00
Dealers 100*00
Physician 112.50
Social Worker
Miner 105*00
102.50 
95.00110.00
102*31
105.00
102.50 
105.34100.00 
1 0 0 *0 0
105.00110.00 
105.67
1 0 0 .0 0
100 .00
95*00
104.29
103.95110.00
103.75
103.80
98.99
105.34100.00100.00
105*00110.00
104.68
105.00 
102*50110.00 110.00 
100*00
102.50 110.00 110.00 
101.67
96.25
112.50 
92.50
115.00
105.00
95.00 
105*00110.00 
99.27
105.00
105.00
100.00
112.50
95.00 
105.00
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Table LXXIII (Con't)
Median I.Q.
Occupation Boys Olrla Both Sexes
Engineer 105.00 105.00
Accountant 105.00 105.00
Miscellaneous 105.83 100.00 105.10
Those students who entered the teaching profession were 
below -ttie state n»dlan of 104.54. Those students who be­
came nurses had a median score much above the state median. 
The farmers were over five points below the state median. 
Table LXZIV gives the median I.Q,. for those students who in­
tended to enter certain occupations and the median I.Q, of 
those students who are now In those occupations.
Table IXHV
Intelligence of Students Planning to Enter and Those VJho 
Entered Certain Occupations by Sexes
Ocowoatlons
Median I.Q,
Planning to Enter Entered
Bovs Girls Both Boys Olrls Both
Teaching 
Nursing 
Farming 
Clerical Work 
Electrician
110.00 104.52 105.05
99.00 99.06
105.77 110.00 105.86
105.50 102.43 103.22
105.00 105.00
112.50 102.31 110.00 
98.12 102.50 
104.17 105.67 110.00
103.75110.00
98.99
104.68110.00
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Per Cent Who Entered OocuT>atlon Planned for Earlier. 
Eight years had passed since the earlier tests and ques­
tionnaires had been given. Hew many of the Juniors later 
entered the wik they had designated they would enter on the 
questionnaire? A very limited number actually fulfilled 
their earlier desires. Table LSXT gives the percentage by 
sexes of the student a %ho entered the field of work; that they 
earlier said they would enter.
Table XXXV
Percentage of Students Fulfilling Expressed Desires
On Basis of 937
Casas
Per
Cent
On Basis of 646 
Cases Cent
Boys 
Girls 
Both Sexes
30 3.20
61 6.51
91 9.71
30 4.63
61 9.44
91 14.09
On the basis of 937 only 9.71 of the Juniors entered 
the occupations they had earlier expressed a desire to enter. 
Using the 646 students who were found in the follow-up study, 
approximately one-seventh 114.09) carried out their inten­
tions. The pire sent economic crisis may have had some effect. 
In one case, a girl who had been a stenographer was now a 
housemaid, she lost her Job when the firm closed its doors. 
The number of such cases is not known so that the effect of
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the d̂epression** cannot he determined.
Table LXXVI gives the médian I.Q. by sexes fcr those 
students who carried out their Intentions*
Table LXX7I
Intelligence of Students Fulfilling Expressed Desires
Bovs Girls Both Sexes
Median I.Q* 110*00 104.81 105.74
The students who actually carried out their intentions 
had a median I*Q. above the state median I.Q. One-third of 
the students had an I.Q. above 110*00. Thera a ere no students 
with an I.Q. from 70-79 and only two with an I.Q, from 80-89. 
Therefore students of average and above average ability are 
more apt to carry out their intentions than those students 
who have below average ability*
Summary. Nearly two-thirds of the Nontana juniors had 
completed their high school course. The students who fin­
ished high school had a higher msdlen I.Q. than those who 
planned to graduate. About of those who graduated from 
high sohool attended a school beyond high sohool. The median 
I.Q, of those students who went on was higher than the 
median of those students who only completed the high sohool 
course. Over one-fifth of the students who went on to school 
attended a university. The most of these attended the Unlver-
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Blty of Koatana. The median of those students who
attended a unlTerslty was nearly fire points above the state 
median. Ten per cent of those who went on to school re­
mained until they graduated. Approximately one per cent are 
doing graduate work. The median I.o. for those students who 
are doing graduate work was more than six points above the 
state median. Only one-tenth of the Montana Juniors ful­
filled their expressed desires concerning a life occupation 
at the time this survey was made.
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CHAPTER XII 
SUÎEIARY AND GOKCLÜSXONS
Ko attempt tias been made or will bo made In this study 
to make any recommendations. That was not ?:hat the author 
had in mind* This study has been made only to discover the 
facts concerning the intelligence of I'ontana juniors in rela­
tion to various mental, social and economic factors. In 
some oases the information obtained confirmed the findings 
of othersj in others the findings differed. Therefore, to 
that extent Montana juniors were different from the students 
in other states. No attempt has been made to prove anything* 
The information has been given just as it was found. In 
some oases where a variation from the findings of others was 
found an attempt has been made to explain, if  possible, the 
variation*
Not all of the information given on the questionnaire 
has been used in this study. It  has been omitted for two 
reasons: first, because it did not always bear directly on
the field of interest; and second, because the data given swns 
very inaccurate and incomplete. The last was the major 
reason for all omissions.
Summary and Conclusiont.
1. The junior boys had a higher median I.^. than the 
girls. i,Vith the exception of the students in the smallest
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schools, the jmilors had a median near the state median or 
above the state median in the various sized schools.
The students la the smaller schools were considerably below 
the median, though here, too, the girls had a higher median 
I . t han  the boys,
2. The youngest student had the highest J, Q, $ c o r » ^
In general the loadian I.decreased with en Increase in age,
A girl was the youngest̂ and̂ alsô the oldest student # 1 9  agirt*
3* The general course was the most frequently offered 
course In the Montana high schools and approximately one- 
half of the students were taking this course in school. The 
students pursuing the classical course had the hi“best median
4, The favorite subjects for the boys were sciences and 
mathematics. The girls liked English and the commercial 
subjects the best, Howaver̂ the Ynsu*/*î\ X. Q« op the. ^ y o u p s  
KavJin^ sabj««,-c f v e f ere-ncÆS d i f f e r e.d»
5, The girls dislikei Esathematlcs and the social 
sciences most; the boys English and the social sciences.
The XQ, of trhe ^rotips hâ vihg subject disCt'f^^s
jiff ere
<3 , The students not planning to gradua ta f r o m  hl^ school 
had a median I.q. nearly six points below the state median; 
one-half of these did not have definite plans for the future; 
and none were from "professional” homes.
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7» The chance» for hl̂ h school graduation were greater 
In the mal lest schools.
8« Approximately one-half of the juniors were planning 
to go to work at once upon the completion of their high 
school course* One-third of the students planning to go to 
work immediately after hi^ school graduation did not know 
what they would do.
9* îJore than seventy per cent of the I*'on tana juniors 
Intended to go on to sohool. About one-third of these were 
going to work before they went on to school.
10* Almost one-third of the juniors planned to attend a 
university. One-fifth, ^proximately, of the rzontana juniors 
intended to enter the State University of Montana,
11# Nearly three-fourths of the juniors had chosen an 
ultimate life occupation. Those students who had selected an 
occupation had a median I.Q. ebove the state average while 
those who had not made a selection had an average below the 
state median#
12* More than one-half of the juniors had been born In 
Montana. Those students born in Montana had a modian I.Q. 
above the state median. Moira mothers were born in Montana and 
in the United States than fathers.
15. Approximately one-third of the fathers of the Montana 
juniors were engaged in agricultural pursuits. The median 
I.Q. of the students raised on t i » farm was practically the
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88100 88 the state xaedlau#
14# The students with the hipest median I*vi. were found
In the highest quint 1 lejiText /st-h* swcend and
3?0 om# Evidently an objective plan was not used, since the 
principals did not rank twenty per cent in each fifth,
15. Aboa>tr per cetiCif the juniors ccmpletel the high 
school course, Tliose who conpleted their high school 
course had a higher nedian I.Q. than those students who had 
planned to graduate frcm high school,
16. Approximately one-half of the students who finished 
high school attended a school beyond high school. One-tenth 
graduated from a school beyond high sohool. Oveir uce per 
oent are doing graduate work at a higher institution#
17. Only one-ÿ«V«ntfraf the Montana Juniors actually entered 
the occupation they had earlier expressed their intentions
to enter#
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üttlVCRS'TV AT MISSOULA 
SCHOOL OF MINE.S AT BUTTE
THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
« I rS
>i I t >  c> IT
AP:'2în}ix A.
S>taTL COLLEGE: AT BOZEMAN 
S T A T U  N C 'f ^ M A L  c o l l e g e  A T  D I L L O N
copies of the OtisUnder another cover we are sending you „^ ^ „ w-. ^ ^ .Self-administering Tests of Mental Ability to be given^to'the"sen- 
iors, juniors, sophomores, and freshmen in youi" high school. We 
are sending you this number in oi'der to supply you with tests for 
the students in each of those classes as stated in your letter to us.
We are also sending you the same number of questionnaires, 
the first part of which in each case is to be filled out by the 
student and the last part, at the bottom of the sheet, to be fil­
led out by the principal.
Attached pleasf^ find a m ln:eographed sheet of directions. We
trust that you will f hlow toe se d 1 r
he tost in order thai ttv tost 
of the state where given.
irg
sotions very carefully in giv- 
ey be uniform in every part
I think the questionnaire which is; to be filled out by each
student is clear enough without oc.r.runt. Please give the senior
questionnaire to seniors only. Y u  will note that there is another 
form of questionnaire for the f reolrnc.ri, sophomores, and juniors,
Tt may be that the students should have some advance information 
on certain items in the questionnaires bsfore they are asked to 
fill them out. It might be well to tell them twenty-four hours in 
advance that the next day they would bo asked to fill cut a blank
calling for each indi vi dual ' ;s height (with his shoes on), his
weight (fui: drcored h-rt without overcoat or cloak), the approx­
imate 8mount of hi.o father's income, and the birth place of his 
father and his mother. The questiornEih res should not be taken home 
for the reason that they may be lost.
Will you please send all test sheets and all questionnaires 
to us as soon as you can give the tests?
As soon as each school is scored we shall try to send the 
scores to the principal. Thanking you for y our coopération, and 
assuî'ing’ jovi that we shall do the best we can to provide you with 
information about the conditions of your own school, and those of 
the state, I am.
Sincerely yours.
Professor of Education.
FLLuDib
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A : JÜDIX B
Directions for 3.eats
Til© "3elf Aâialnisterln.c" feature of tills test mal-ies It un­
necessary for the pers n sdiiilnistorin;,: tL© test to ; ivo lenpthy 
and detailod directions, since those are given directly to the 
pupil on the front pago of the test Itself, .our points should 
be kept In mind: {1 ) Seo that the ..upils understand the dir­
ections on the front pape, especially the underlining of the 
correct response an:’ tne lacing of Its nuibor In tho arcnthe- 
sls. (2) 50© that all bo jin. the tests at t. e same time, (2) Af­
ter the test is begun ansver no r lestions, permit no communl- 
cetln, and give no further directions except to sea t - t the 
ansTJors ere put In the parentheses, (4) See th t ©veryono stops 
after exactly 50 minutes.
Those administer ira: an'examination should rer.llro t! ir-t it 
is very important th: t co:;TitIcûï'̂ Êe"'un^ throu/payot t. e 
sch'L'ol a;id t 1.0 the sa::e in th.e school bolag teated as in
e^ry other scko . 1 v.hor© the ox-':iiination Ir ai becn" given.  ̂or 
iii'is reason, 'everythin-,;; ivhlcITlifje. .j t : be said* in adminloterlng 
the test is given below in large type, and the teacher should 
give these instructioric verb : iai, ron̂ 'iri - if nccccsary* If one 
teacher urg c tie students to work a a ra idly as posoll lo and 
another teacher urges t h ^ t o  v.ori: ae carefully s o possible, 
tho resuj. ts .\".cy be entireLy dlfferei; t c. d not comp ..ratio, ..he 
teacher, therefore, should say nothing that is not prescribed, 
except to make clear tho iLoaning >f that is on the fronl page 
of the examination blank,
TÎ10 best time to give the examination is robotly at the 
opening of sch. ol in the laox'nir. alth.nyh the time of d;y 
probably dous not have a serious effect upon the score.
Directions for administering: (Sco that every student is
8U iTed u 1 th tv,o pencils anu an eraser.) To administer the 
examination, begin'by addressing the students es follows:
ARB TO OIVD YOU 'IhlJ hblhvIDO (AlT;Sa::OON) 30
mr.; /5:D irrrzaj-.Tiifu TLJT... .5  h iih  i:ov/ . T Trh-i:
AhD /..> 500IÏ YOU A TAP d YOU AY BDUi'T iC
FIHJU ?AOB hh A5 :T DlP; üTl, lILhlb': Thh ...TO, \0
DOT Ox-J2N GH jlirh OV. 1< ’Ji-h  ̂APhi\, iUBT OT lb h Th ..T 15 Th 5JU 
i :  Y O U  C A Î Î  P O L L O w  '  %  - . P C :  l u l l s . "
have monitors pass the papers, one to each student, right 
side up.
Allow a reasonable tine for all to finish reading the fr nt
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pac© ©nd trying the samples* A few largards may he disregarded• 
Then say,"13 AÎ7/0ÏÎ:: HO i'-O'uS HOT .H O'l A :T
PAGH?" Give any explanations necessnry to moke cure tliot all 
understand what is explained on the first page. Then say,
" H O U  njph» Tl-h p..G .; a m :) EOGIP," îFo  further instructions are 
necessary*
Give no further directions and answer no cuestlons. 3top 
ti'.e work at the end of exactlj»- 50 minutes and have the papers 
col lected* The person in charge during the examinât! . n will do 
well to move ruiotly about the room at the beginning of the 
examination and see that all are Indicating the answers in a 
proper Kiaimer* Tf am examinee is found who is not piecing the 
numbers in the p. rcnthoser, he should he toll to do so.
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A P P E I C D I X  C
OTIS SELF-ADMINISTERING TESTS OF MENTAL ABILITY
B y  Arthur S. Otis
Fc^merly Development Specialist w ith Advisory Board, General Staff, United S tates W ar Department
H IG H E R  E X A M IN A T IO N : F O R M  A
20 Score..................
Read this page. Do what it  tells you to do.
Do not open this paper, or turn it  over, until you are told to do so. F ill these blanks, giving your 
name, age, birthday, etc. W rite  plainly.
N am e..............................................................................................................................Age last b irthday............ years
F irst name, initial, and last name
B irthday................................................................ Class....................................... D a te .....................................1 9 2 .. .
M o n th  D ay
School or College......................................   C ity .
This is a  test to  see how well you can th ink. I t  contains questions of different kinds. H ere is a
sample question already answered correctly. Notice how the question is answered:
Which one of the five words below tells w hat an apple is?
I  flower, 2 tree, 3 vegetable, 4 fru it, 5 anim al........................................................{ 4  )
The right answer, of course, is " fru it-” ; so the word " f r u i t ” is underlined. And the word " f r u it” 
is No. 4; so a figure 4 is placed in  the parentheses a t the end of the dotted line. This is the way you 
are to answer the questions..
T ry  this sample question yourself. D o  not w rite  the answer; just draw a line under it  and then 
put its number in  the parentheses:
Which one of the five words below means the opposite of north?
I  pole, 2 equator, 3 south, 4 east, 5 w est   (  )
The answer, of course, is "so u th ” ; so you should have drawn a line under the word "south” and 
put a figure 3 in the parentheses. T ry  this one:
A  foot is to a man and a paw is to a cat the same as a hoof is to a what?
I  dog, 2 horse, 3 shoe, 4 blacksmith, 5 s a d d le . . . . .................................................. ( )
The answer, of course, is “ horse” ; so you should have drawn a line under the word “ horse”  and 
put a figure 2 in the parentheses. T ry  this one:
A t four cents each, how m any cents w ill 6 pencils cost?  ( )
The answer, of course, is 24, and there is nothing to underline; so just p u t the 24 in the parentheses. 
I f  the answer to any question is a number or a letter, put the number or letter in the parentheses 
w ithout underlining anything. M a k e  all letters like printed capitals.
The test contains 75 questions. Y ou  are not expected to be able to answer all of them, but do t e 
best you can. You w ill be allowed half an hour a fter the examiner tells you to begin. ry  o 
get as m any right as possible. Be careful not to go so fast th a t you make mistakes^ D o  
too much tim e on any one question. N o  questions about the test w ill be answered by the 
after the test begins. L a y  your pencil down.
Do not turn this page until you are told to begin.
P ublished b y  W orld Book C om pany . V onkcrs-on -H udson , N ew  Y ork, an d  2126 P ra irie  A venue. Chicago 
C o p y rig h t. 1022. by  W orld  Book C om pany . C opy rig h t in  O re a t B ritain . A l l  r ig h ts  reservtd. o sm m a. h b .
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E x a m in a t io n  b e g i n s  h e r e :
1. The opposite of hate is (?)
I  enemy, 2 fear, 3 love, 4 friend, 5 jo y ......................................................................................
2. I f  3 pencils cost 5 cents, how many pencils can be bought for go cents?.....................................
3. A  bird does not always have (?)
I  wings, 2 eyes, 3 feathers, 4 a nest, 5 a b ill.............................................................................
4 The opposite of honor is (?)
I  glory, 2 disgrace, 3 cowardice, 4 fear, 5 defeat....................................................................
5. A  fox most resembles a (?)
I  wolf, 2 goat, 3 pig, 4 tiger, 5 cat..............................................................................................
6. Quiet is related to sound in the same way that darkness is related to (?)
I  a cellar, 2 sunlight, 3 noise, 4 stillness, 5 lo u d ......................................................................
7. A  party  consisted of a man and his wife, his two sons and their wives, and four children in 
each son’s family. How many were there in the party?.......................................................................
8. A  tree always has (?)
I  leaves, 2 fruit, 3 buds, 4 roots, 5 a shadow  ....................................... ........................
Q. The opposite of economical is (?)
I  cheap, 2 stingy, 3 extravagant, 4 value, g rich....................................................................
10. Silver is more costly than iron because it  is (?)
I Iv^ ^-ier, 2 scarcer, 3 whiter, 4 harder, g prettier.................................................................
11. Which one of the six statements below tells the meaning of the following proverb? “ The early
bird catches the worm.” ....................................................... ............................................................................
1. D on’t do the impossible.
2. Weeping is bad for the eyes.
3. D on’t worry over troubles before they come.
4. Early birds like worms best.
5. Prompt persons often secure advantages over tardy ones.
6. I t  is foolish to fret about things we can’t help.
12. Which statement above tells the meaning of this proverb? “ Don’t cry over spilt m ilk .” . . . .  ( )
13. Which statement above explains this proverb? “ Don’t cross a bridge till you get to i t .”   ( )
14. An electric light is related to a candle as an automobile is to (?)
I  a carriage, 2 electricity, 3 a tire, 4 speed, 5 glow................................................................
15. I f  a boy can run at the rate of 6 feet in %  of a second, how far can he run in 10 seconds?.. . .
16. A  meal always involves (?)
I  a table, 2 dishes, 3 hunger, 4 food, 5 water..........................................................................
17. Of the five words below, four are alike in a certain way. W hich is the one not like these four?
I bend, 2 shave, 3 chop, 4 whittle, g shear...............................................................................
18. The opposite of never is (?)
I  often, 2 sometimes, 3 occasionally, 4 always, 5 frequently..............................................
19. A  clock is related to time as a thermometer is to (?)
I  a watch, 2 warm, 3 a bulb, 4 mercury, 5 temperature.......................... ..........................
20. Which word makes the truest sentence? Men are (?) shorter than their wives.
I  always, 2 usually, 3 much, 4 rarely, 5 never....................................................................
21. One number is wrong in the following series. W hat should that number be?
1 4 2 5 3 6 4 7 5 0 6  9 .......................... .........................................
22. I f  the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) A ll members of this club are
Republicans. Smith is not a Republican. Smith is a member of this club.
I  true, 2 false, 3 not certain...........................................................................................................
23. A  contest always has (?) .
I  an umpire, 2 opponents, 3 spectators, 4 applause, 5 v ic to iy ...........................................
24. Which number in this series appears a second time nearest the beginning?
6 4 5 3 7 8 0 9 5 9 8 8 6 5 4 7 3 0 8 9 1
25. The moon is related to the earth as the earth is to (?)
I Mars, 2 the sun, 3 clouds, 4 stars, 5 the universe..............................................................
26. Which word makes the truest sentence? Fathers are (?) wiser than their sons.
I  always, 2 usually, 3 much, 4 rarely, 5 never....................^ ...................................
•  2
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( )
27* T he  opposite o f aw kw ard  is (?)
I  strong, 2 p re tty , 3 short, 4 graceful, 5 s w if t .......................................................................  ( )
28. A  m o the r is a lw ays (?) th a n  her daughter.
I  w iser, 2 ta lle r, 3 s touter, 4 oldf^r. 5 more w rin k le d   ( )
29. W h ich  one o f the  a x  statem ents below tells the meaning o f the fo llow ing  proverb? “ The
b u rn t ch ild  dreads the fire. ...........
1. F r iv o lity  flourishes when a u th o rity  is absent.
2. U nhapp y  experiences teach us to  be careful.
3. A  th in g  m ust be tried  before we know  its  value.
4. A  meal is judged b y  the dessert.
5- Small anim als never p la y  in  the presence o f large ones.
6. C h ild ren  suffer more from  heat than  grown people.
30. W h ich  s ta tem ent above explains th is  proverb? “ W hen the ca t is away, the  mice w ill p la y .”
31. W h ich  sta tem ent above expla ins th is  proverb? “ The proo f of the pudd ing is in  the eating.”
32. I f  the  settlem ent o f a difference is made by  m utua l concession, i t  is called a (?)
I  prom ise, 2 compromise, 3 in junc tion , 4 coercion, 5 res to ra tion ............. .......................
33. W h a t is re la ted to  disease as carefulness is to  accident?
I  doc to r, 2 surgery, 3 medicine, 4 hospita l, 5 san ita tion ........................................................
34. O f the  five  th ings below, fou r are a like in  a certain way. W h ich  is the  one not like  these four?
I  smuggle, 2 steal, 3 bribe, 4 cheat, 5 se ll...............................................................................
35. I f  10 boxes fu l l  o f apples weigh 400 pounds, and each box when em pty  weighs 4 pounds, how 
m uch do a ll the apples weigh?.......................................................................................................................
36. T he  opposite o f hope is (?)
I  fa ith , 2 m isery, 3 sorrow, 4 despair, 5 h a te .........................................................................
37. I f  a ll the odd-num bered le tte rs in  the a lphabet were crossed ou t, w hat would be the tenth  
le tte r  n o t crossed out? P r in t i t . . D o not m a rk  the alphabet............................................................
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
38. W h a t le tte r  in  the  w ord SUPERFLUOUS is the same num ber in  the w ord (counting from  the 
beg inn ing) as i t  is in  the  alphabet? P r in t  i t ...........................................................................................
39. W h a t people say about a person constitutes his (?)
I  character, 2 gossip, 3 reputn tion , 4 disposition, 5 pe rsona lity .......................................
40. I f  2 }^  yards o f c lo th  cost 30 cents, w ha t w ill 10 yards cost?...............................................................
41. I f  the  w ords below were arranged to  make a good sentence, w ith  w ha t le tte r w ou ld  the second 
w ord  o f the  sentence begin? M ake  i t  like  a p rin te d  cap ita l.
same means b ig  large the  as...................................................................................................
42. I f  the  f irs t tw o  statements fo llow ing  are true, the th ird  is (?) George is o lder than F rank.
James is o lder than  George. F rank  is younger than James.
I  true , 2 false, 3 not c e rta in ..............................................................................................................
43. Suppose the  f irs t and second le tte rs  in  the w ord  c o n s titu tio n a l  were interchanged, also the 
th ird  and fo u rth  le tte rs, the  f if th  and six th , etc. P r in t the le tte r th a t would then be the tw e lfth  
le tte r coun ting  to  the r ig h t .............................................................................................................................
44. One num ber is wrong in  the fo llow ing  series. W hat should th a t num ber be?
0 I  3 6 10 15 21 28......3 4 ....................................................................................
45. I f  4 î ^  yards o f c lo th  cost 90 cents, w h a t w il l  2 yards c o s t? ...........................................................
46. A  m an ’s influence in  a com m un ity  should depend upon his (?)
1 w ea lth , 2 d ig n ity , 3 w isdom , 4 am bition , 5 po litica l pow er............................................
47. W h a t is re la ted  to  few  as o rd in a ry  is to  exceptional?
I  none, 2 some, 3 m any, 4 less, 5 m ore ....................................................................................
48. T h e  opposite o f treacherous is (?)
I  fr ie n d ly , 2 bra\'e , 3 wise, 4 cowardly, 5 lo y a l.............................................................
49. W h ich  one o f the  five  w ords below is m ost un like  the o ther four?
I  good, 2 large, 3 red, 4 w a lk , 5 th ic k ..................................................................................
CO. I f  the  f irs t  tw o  sta tem ents fo llo w in g  are true , the th ird  is (?) Some of Bro%m s friends are 
B ap tis ts . Some o f B ro w n ’s friends are dentists. Some of B row n s friends are B ap tis t dentists.
I  true , 2 false, 3 n o t c e r ta in .......................'   ■ ■
51. H o w  m any o f the  fo llow ing  words can be made from  the letters in  the w ord  lar g est , using
an y  le tte r any  num ber o f times?
great, stagger, grasses, trestle , struggle, ra ttle , garage, s trang le ..............................
52. T he  s ta tem ent th a t  the  m oon is made o f green cheese is (?)
I  absurd, 2 m isleading, 3 im probable , 4 un fa ir, 5 w icked ...................................................
^ Do not stop. Go on lo ith  the next page.
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S3 • O f tlie five things following, four are alike in a certain way. Which is the one not like these four?
I  ta r, 2 snow, 3 soot, 4 ebony, 5 coal.........................................................................................
54. W hat is related to a cube in  the same way in which a circle is related to a square?
I  circumference, 2 sphere, 3 corners, 4 solid, 5 thickness................................
55. I f  the following words were seen on a wall by looking in a mirror on an opposite w all, which 
word would appear exactly the same as if seen directly?
I  OHIO, 2 SAW,.................................................. 3 N OO N, 4 MOTOR, S OTTO......................................
56. I f  a strip of cloth 24 inches long w ill shrink to 2 2 inches when washed, how long w ill a 36-inch
strip be after shrinking?................................................................................................................................ ....
57- Which of the following is a tra it of character?
I  personality, 2 esteem, 3 love, 4 generosity, 5 health......
58. F ind the two letters in the word d o in g  which have just as m any letters between them in the
word as in  the alphabet. Print the one of these letters that comes first in the alphabet  .
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z
59. Revolution is related to evolution as flying is to (?)
I  birds, 2 whirling, 3  wahdn? 4  wings, 5 standing......................................................
60. One number is wrong in the following series. W hat should that number be?
I  3 9 27 81 108..................................................................................................................
61. I f  Frank can ride a bicycle 30 feet while George runs 20 feet, how far can Frank ride while 
George runs 30 feet?  , . , ...............................................................................................
62. Count each N  in this series that is followed by an O next to i t  if the O  is not followed by a  T
next to it. T e ll how many N ’s you count.
N O N T Q M N O T M O N O O N Q M N N O Q N O T O N A M O N O M  .............
63. A  man who is averse to change and progress is said to be (?)
I  democratic, 2 radical, 3 conscrA ativc, 4 anarchistic, 5 liberal........................................
64. P rin t the letter which is the fourth letter to the left of the letter which is m idway between O  
and S in the alphabet...........................................................................................................................................
65. W hat number is in the space which is in the rectangle and in the triangle but not in the circle?
66. W hat number is in the same geometrical figure or figures as the number 8 ?.................................. (
67. How  many spaces are there that are in any two but only two geometrical figures?................ (
68. A  surface is related to a line as a line is t<r (?)
I  solid, 2 plane, 3 curve, 4 point. 5 string.................................................................................  (
69. I f  the first two statements following are true, the third is (?) One cannot become a good vio­
linist without much practice. Charles practices much on the violin. Charles will become 
a good violinist.
I  true, 2 false, 3 not certain................................................................................................................. (
70. I f  the words below were arranged t<> make the best sentence, w ith what letter would the last 
word of the sentence end? Print the letter as a capital.
sincerity traits courtesy character of desirable and are.............................................  (
71. A  man who is influenced in making a decision by preconceived opinions is said to be (?)
I  influential, 2 prejudiced, 3 hv]>o(rirical, 4 decisive, 5 im partial.............................< • • •  (
72. A  hotel serves a mixture of 2 parts cr< am and 3 parts m ilk. How many pints of cream w^l it  
take to make 15 pints of the mixture?.....................................................................   (
73. W hat is related to blood as physics is to motion? •
I  temperature, 2 veins, 3 body, 4 ])liysiology, 5 geography................................................. (
74. A  statement the meaning of which is out definite is said to be (?)
I  erroneous, 2 doubtful, 3 ambigu, sis. 4 distorted, 5 hypothetical.................................... (
75. I f  a wire 20 inches long is to be cut so that one piece is %  as long as the other piece, how long 
must the shorter piece be?.............................................................................. * ................................................  (
*  4
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APPEITDIZ D
l ig h  S ch o o l Juniors, S op h om ores an d  F resh m en
PA R T I .  (To be filled  out by the student.)
1. Name of school..............    Junior, Sophomore, Freshman.
(C h eck  c la ss  to  w h ich  you  belong)
2. P rin t your name...................................................................     Boy or G irl.
(L a s t n am e) (F ir s t  n a m e ) (C heck  c o rre c t one)
3. W h at is your present age in years?.................................................. Months?
4. W h a t tw o subjects do you like best in  high school?
5. W h a t two subjects do you like least in high school? ................................  ................................ ....................
6. W h a t course are you tak ing  in  high school?.................................................................................... ................
7. Do you plan to rem ain in high school u n til you graduate?
8. I f  not, w hat k ind  of w ork  do you expect to take up when you w ithdraw ?................................................
9- Do you p lan to go to w ork immediately a fter you graduate from high school?..................................
10. I f  so, w hat k in d  of w ork  do you plan to do?....................................................................................
11. Do you p lan to go to some other school or college after you graduate?..................................................
12. I f  so, name the school, college or university.............................................................................................................
13. Give the date when you expect to graduate from  high school............. ......................................................
14. W h at do you plan to fo llow  for a life  occupation ultim ately? ........................................................................
15. Does anything prevent you from  carrying out this plan?..............................  W hat? ...................................
16. Counting this one, how many semesters have you attended high school altogether?............................
17. How many d iffe ren t high schools have you attended since you began your high school work?..........
18. Name them ................................ .................... ................  ....................... ...............................................................................
19. In  w hat state or country were you born?  ............... ....... ......... ..... ........................
20. In  w hat state or country was your father born?........................... ............................................................................
21. In  w hat state or country was your mother born? ..............................................................................................
22. W h at is your fa th e r ’s occupation?...............................................- .............................................................................
23. About how much is your fa th e r ’s annual income? ............................................................................................
24. Give your height (w ith  your shoes o n )........................................ .............................................................................
25. Give your weight (fu lly  dressed but w ithout overcoat or cloak) ...............................................................
PA R T I I .  (To  be filled  out by the P rincipal.)
1. In  w hat academic f if th  of his class does this student rank? ................... .......................................................
2. H ow  m any days of absence stand against the record of this student during his entire high school 
career? ............................................................................. .......................... ..............................................................................
3. W h a t was the chief cause of such absence ?..  ..................................................................................... .................
4. W as lack of interest, truancy or delinquency a factor? .......... .......................................... .................
3. Do you keep permanent individual school-life records in your school system?.........................................
6. Does the course mentioned under (6 ) above prepare for college? ..................................................................
7. W il l  you please make certain that the student has filled  out his part of this questionnaire com­
pletely and has answered questions 6, 7, and 8 correctly? .............................................................................
8. I f  this student has taken any other intelligence test, name test and give score.................... .............. .
9. Is  this student upon his own resources to such an extent th a t he is earning much or aU of his way  
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AT'?. l î D I X  E
nOTlCS
In the spring of 1925 Mr. Daughters end Mr. Ames, 
members of the School of Education faculty at the state 
University of Montana, had the Otis Saif-Administering 
Test of Mental Ability given in selected hi^ schools in 
the state of Montana. The Otis Test was supplemented by a 
questionnaire. In order to work up the information concern­
ing those students who were juniors in 1925, I wish to fol­
low those students to determine the extent to which their 
expressed intentions have been fulfilled,
Enclosed on a separate sheet or sheets are a list of 
those students who were juniors in the spring of 1925 in 
your school.
lifill you please f ill out the requested information con­
cerning each student? If  you are new to the community, 
please give these sheets to someone else in your town or 
city who will know most or knew most of the juniors from your 
school•
Please return this information to me not later than 
June 1, 1935. Enclosed you will find a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope,
TEmrx YOU.
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Please f ill  out carefully. If the student attended a 
hospital for nurses training, a trade school or institute,
mechanical or auto school, eto«, please include under "school 
Attended". Under the ooluian "Other Infomation" write the 
reasons, if  you knoàï, why the student did not finish school 
or any particular interest or hobby he may have. Also, if  you 
wish to enlarge upon any of the previous answers, place it in 
the last column#
JUNIORS 1924-1925.
GRADU- OTÎ-ÎEH
GRADUAT3D 17SÏT ON WHAT ATZD OCCUPA- CTPOR- 
NA13________FROM H.S. TO SCHOOL SCHOOL WHEN TION I!T T'ATION
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